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Stephen Squillante’s Teecils Prove His Ambition,
and Likely Mean Success for the Senior
by Valerie Ferdon ’12
News Editor
Campus News
Like many fathers and sons bonding over their love of the game, the
young Stephen Squillante ’12 often accompanied his father to the
golf course. The lasting image he recalls from these childhood
outings–his father standing on the green with a tee
tucked behind one ear, and a pencil behind the
other—was the sole inspiration for the Teecil,
an invention that in only two short years
has become a significant enterprise.
The Teecil is exactly what its name
suggests: a golf tee with a pencil tip
on the end. The lead tip does not
compromise the product’s quality
and durability, and it is sold at a
price comparable to the average
golf tee.
“It is so simple. I was shocked
when I was researching and
found that no one had made
one before,” said Squillante.
TEECIL / Page 6

Family, Students the Motivation For Bueno’s Work Ethic
by Max Widmer ’12
Commentary Staff
Campus
Carlos Bueno just finished his Sunday shift in
Alumni Food Court. It’s 6:01 p.m., and his seven
hours are finally up. His hair’s a little disheveled
from the hat that he wears from behind the grill,
and sweat lines his forehead. He’s noticeably tired,
and I tell him that I feel bad for making him stay.
“No worries,” he reassures me with a gentle smile
that’s framed by a thick, black beard. “I don’t
mind.” He’s decked out in his work uniform—a
black button-down, black pants, and black shoes.
His outfit doesn’t look very breathable. I’m
wearing gym shorts and a T-shirt, and I suddenly
have a whole new appreciation for the fact that I
didn’t just spend the majority of my day standing
between a grill and a deep fryer.
Today was one of the easier days for Carlos. He didn’t
have any homework to do over his 15-minute breaks
and he seems thankful for that. “Usually I bring it,” he
tells me. “I’m a history, secondary education major, so
we have a lot of reading to do.” I ask if he ever skims
over it or neglects it completely (a skill I’ve become all
too good at), and my question seems to throw him off
a little bit. He shrugs and murmurs “Not really,” which
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clearly means no. I feel bad for asking him.
If you consider yourself a busy person, get a load
of Carlos’ week and re-evaluate. He’s a full-time
student at RIC, cranking through his last semester
of junior year.He takes political science, geography,
macroeconomics, and a couple of history courses. I ask
what he enjoys most and he answers in a heartbeat,
“I love World War II stuff—really anything modern
America. It’s what I’d love to teach eventually.” On
most days, when he’s done with class, Carlos heads
straight to PC for work—usually right in time for the
Take-3 onslaught at dinner. He dons the black and gets
behind the grill (He’ll spend close to 30 hours a week
here.), where he takes hundreds of orders before it’s
time to clean up at 11 p.m.
When I’m done with class, I nap.
When he’s finally done, it’s straight to
homework—and Carlos dedicates about four
hours a day towards it.
“I stay up late to do my reading, but I end up
pulling a lot of all-nighters.”
Okay, so maybe we’re not that different. Between
classes and work, Carlos somehow manages to spend
a few hours a week with his girlfriend of three years
(a full-time nursing student who works 36 hours a
week at Dunkin’ Donuts). They’ll both be working
on Valentine’s Day. He tells me that his friends get
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Stories All Around
This week The Cowl’s front page highlights two
exceptional individuals in the PC community. Maybe
you’ve heard their names or seen their faces around
campus. Maybe not. Neither is a celebrity (at least, not
yet), but each has an unbelievable story to tell.
PC isn’t the biggest school in town. We’re a small
school, in a small city, in the smallest state. But as much
as we may complain about seeing the same faces filter
through PC Perk or the library every day—ask yourself:
How many people in this community have you truly
come to know?
Test yourself: Next time you grab a bite to eat in
Alumni or Ray, look up from your plate of diuretics long
enough to actually look at the people around you. You’ve
probably seen a lot of them before and thought nothing of
it. But we encourage you to think of them less as obstacles
between you and the chicken nuggets at Classics, and
more as your peers—as active and valuable members of
the PC community.
Within that sea of vaguely familiar faces lies an
unbelievable amount of character—character that many
of us don’t realize is there. That kid who just spilled the
Cinnamon Toast Crunch everywhere could actually be
pretty interesting (not to mention his impeccable taste
in cereal). That kid in your freshman Civ seminar? He’s
a competitive surfer. The girl who just held the door for
you in Accinno wants to be a Supreme Court Justice.
We found two of those interesting stories on campus
this week, and we hope to dig up more in the months
and years to come. Try doing the same yourself—you’ll
be surprised at what you find.
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The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor from members of the
Providence College community and outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer’s name, a phone number, and an e-mail address
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printed as space permits. Guest commentaries should be limited to 700 words in length, and
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Mail submissions to The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; fax to
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deliver to The Cowl office in Alumni LL06.
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Congress Debates a Smoke-Free PC
by Matthew Daniele ’15
News Staff
Student Congress

This week, Student Congress had
its usual meeting to discuss old and
new matters regarding issues and
proposals for the school. However,
this particular meeting seemed to have
more attendance and enthusiasm for
its discussions. A controversial new
piece of legislation has been proposed
which would make the school become
a “smoke-free” campus. This would

“

ban while 46.2% were against it. While
“for” is ahead, the difference is too
small to justify a decision. Fortunately,
the poll will stay open until Friday at
4 p.m., meaning the statistics could
change. Some doubted the validity
of the results, as it was argued that
500 students would not accurately
represent the some-4,000 students who
attend the school.
Already 648 colleges across the
country have imposed such a rule, and
it was to be decided whether Providence
College should follow suit. Some verbal
responses were sent in to the survey
from students, claiming that the school

I ALREADY FEEL LIKE PEOPLE ARE JUDGING ME SO
NOW IF I HAVE TO GO OFF CAMPUS IT’S A BIT OF A STRETCH

mean that it would be against school
policy to be smoking on Providence
College property, which could result
in disciplinary action against the
infringer. This rule would not only
apply to all students, but to faculty
as well.
“What we are dealing with is a lack
of enforcement. That’s why I think it
would be easier to blanket the entire
campus, and then it would be easy
to enforce,” said Dan Cellars ’12, coproposer of the legislation.
An e-mail was sent to the student
body with a survey asking if they
smoke, if cigarette rubbish is noticeable
on school grounds, and if they would
be in support of its ban. Roughly 500
students had answered the questions
at the time of the meeting and of those
500, nearly all smokers stated they did
not were not in support of the bill and
half on whether or not the litter was
noticeable. Most importantly, however,
was that 53.8% were in favor of the

”

should have designated smoke spots on
campus. To their dismay, Rhode Island
law already requires smoking to be done
at least 50 feet away from buildings,
a law apparently seldom followed at
Providence College. Regardless, smokers
and non-smokers alike attended the
meeting to voice their opinions.
“There’s only a few spots I can
smoke on campus. I do not enjoy being
singled out just for having a cigarette
if I’m stressed out about an exam or
something similar. I already feel like
people are judging me so now if I have
to go off campus it’s a bit of a stretch,”
said Janelle Vultaegio ’12, who was
first to speak in the discussion.
If the proposal were enacted,
sanctions would first be administered
to those caught smoking. Their names
would then go into the database and
the health center would have them
on record; in addition to a potential
fine, they could be sent to a program
to help them quit.

Justin Smith ’12, Cellars’ coproposer, added “I called PC as a
prospective student, and they did
not know what the policy was, so I
was redirected to a student, and she
told me anywhere outside a building
is fine. So there’s definitely a problem

“

effort required to smoke, personal
choice, and addiction. While many
took firm stands, arguing flaws in
the proposition or lack thereof, there
is a general agreement that there
needs to be some compromise. Both
sides remain too extreme to students,

JUST LIKE ALL COLLEGES IN THE UNITED STATES,
OUR COLLEGE CARES ABOUT IMAGE.

with enforcement. The system does
not seem to be working. Nobody
is going to take out a tape measure
and measure how far they are from
the building, not to mention no one
knows the policy anyway.”
“Just like all colleges in the
United States, our college cares
about image. Incoming students
want to see a school that fits their
persona perfectly,” noted Alex
Acunzo, president of the Class of
2015. “So what happens? A family
drives down Huxley by the gates
and what do they see? A bunch of
students smoking in Providence
College clothing. Although there’s
nothing wrong with smoking, I feel
that in some ways that may detract
from the image. At the same time,
people will be dropping butts on
the sidewalk. It will become an
increasing environmental problem
on campus pollution, too, since ash
cans would be removed.”
Proponents for the bill stated that
it would improve the condition of the
school, provide more consideration
for non-smokers, reduce fire hazards
to the buildings, and allow for easier
regulation of the rule. Those who were
against warned of safety issues for
off-campus smokers, noncooperation,

”

for cigarette remains threaten
Providence College’s appearance, but
banning smoking altogether is unfair
to smokers.

Student Congress will be voting
on this legislation at their next
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 21, at
5:30 p.m. in the Slavin lounge.
All are welcome.

COWL CORRECTION

PC

Pollster

This week, Student Congress introduced a
piece of legislation that would make PC a
smoke-free campus.
What is your opinion on this issue?

BILLY NAWROCKI ’12 / THE COWL

In the Feb. 9th issue of The Cowl, the article entitled
“Printing a Priority for Student Congress” confused
Christine Baccari, administrative coordinator for
the Office of Academic Affairs (left) with Kristine
Goodwin, vice president of Student Affairs (right).
The Cowl would like to apologize for this mistake,
and is happy that the two women pictured above
could laugh at it a week later.
Sincerely, The Cowl Editorial Board

(a) Make PC smoke-free
(b) Maintain current policies
(c) Indifferent

Cast your vote at www.thecowl.com. Results will be printed in the
next issue of The Cowl.
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PC Hosts Over 1,500 For Rush ’12 Liaison Between
Alumni /Family Weekend Pep Band and PC Athletics
by Andres Taborda ’15
News Staff
campus news
For those of you who were able to
get away this weekend, you missed
approximately 1,600 extra people
inhabiting the Providence College
campus. The College hosted Alumni
Weekend, Upperclassmen Family
Weekend, and Accepted Students
Day all in the span of three days.
Reminiscing, family bonding, and
decision-making were all part of
the weekend that was successfully
facilitated by many groups on campus.
A number of events were held
throughout the weekend that included
everything from a comedy show to a
traditional Providence College Mass.
The weekend kicked off with actor and
comedian Dave Coulier from the hit
television series Full House. Coulier did
his stand-up routine before a packed
house in the Peterson Recreation
Center. The show was family-oriented,
appealing to all age groups present.
A party in McPhail’s with live music
and refreshments followed the comedy
show for those in attendance.
Participants of the weekend
were also able to catch the Men’s
Ice Hockey Team defeating the
University of Maine Friday night in a
Hockey East contest.
Saturday was packed with events
throughout the day, beginning with a
breakfast prior to a welcome from Rev.
Brian J. Shanley, O.P. ’80, president,
and an impromptu keynote address.
Rev. Robert Barron and Mike
Leonard ’70 were set to deliver a
keynote speech in concert. However,
Mother Nature forbade this, as Barron’s
flight from Chicago was canceled due
to snow.
Leonard, an NBC correspondent,
delivered the keynote on his own.
He spoke about the development
of the PBS series on Catholicism in
partnership with Barron and gave
insight into his own faith journey.
Different seminars and lectures relating
to career success, studying abroad, and
the 40th anniversary of women’s athletics
at the College were held on Saturday.
Campus tours were offered throughout
the day as well as an open house held by
Student Clubs and Organizations.
Prior to the men’s and women’s
basketball games, a Friar Fest was held
outside of the Concannon Fitness Center
with a pre-game rally, face painting, and
a bus decorating competition between
student clubs and organizations. The
decorated buses then transported fans to
the Dunkin Donuts Center for the men’s
match against the University of South
Florida, a game that turned into a lastminute, heartbreaking loss for the Friars.
The College then hosted an Irish
Night at the Celtic Lounge in Providence
following the game.
PC’s a cappella groups of students and
alumni put on their annual performance
at the Smith Center for the Arts. The
student production of Music in the Mirror
was also on at the Smith Center in the
sold-out Blackfriars Theater.
Members of the class of 2011
celebrated 211 days since their
graduation in a senior-night-style event
at McPhail’s. The number of attendants
was so large that part of lower Slavin

had to be opened up to accommodate
those in attendance.
The weekend ended with a
traditional
Mass
concelebrated
by Shanley and members of the
Dominican community. Alumni were
invited to participate in the Mass as
lectors and Eucharistic ministers. The
Mass was followed by a brunch in the
Peterson Recreation Center with a live
jazz performance.
The response to the weekend
has been nothing short of positive.
Fay Rozovsky ’73, president of the
Alumni Association, said that parents,
students, and alumni seemed satisfied
with the way the weekend went.
“There was something for everyone,”
she said. “No one should have been
bored, and it definitely did not seem
that way.”
Rozovsky was pleased with the way the
weekend was structured. “Having alumni,
families, current students, and prospective
students on campus at the same time has
to be one of the greatest ideas,” she said.
It certainly brought former, current, and
future members of the Providence College
community together.
“For families, it was a chance to
see what goes on in their kids’ lives,”
Rozovsky said. “Usually parents come to
the College, drop off their kids, and only
see what happens on move-in day. This
weekend, parents truly experienced PC.”
A mix of alumni and current
students was also a big part of the
weekend. Current students were
able to take advantage of a great
networking opportunity with alumni.
“There were so many connections
established throughout the weekend,”
said Rozovsky.
Providence College has approximately
300 “legend” families. These families
have at least one child currently attending
the College and at least one parent who
attended the College. While the numbers
of the weekend have yet to be tallied, it is
questioned that 60 legend families were in
attendance, according to Sarah Firetto ’03,
associate director of Alumni Relations.
Firetto also touched upon the
attendance of prospective students
for the weekend. “Having accepted
students join us for the weekend was
nothing but beneficial,” she said. “Being
able to connect with current and former
students of the College hopefully helped
them to make a decision. ”
Rozovsky also spoke highly of
the prospective student element.
“Prospective members of the class of
2016 were able to see how much of
a family PC is. Words cannot stress
enough how much the word ‘family’
applies to the College, and that was seen
this weekend.”
In attempt to extend the College’s
events into the city of Providence,
families were each given an “I Heart
PC” button that gave them discounts
at different restaurants around the city.
Discounts ranged from 10 percent to
30 percent off at some of the most elite
restaurants in Providence.
Designed by Alumni Relations, the “I
Heart PC” logo and slogan was the image
of the weekend. Firetto said that social
networking was a key part of the success
of the weekend. “So many people used
our slogan on Twitter and Facebook. Even
restaurants were promoting us on their
pages,” said Firetto.

www.thecowl.com

better communicate and collaborate
with others. Rush must accommodate
schedules and run a large group, two
skills that she believes will help greatly
Club President Spotlight
in her future.
Much preparation is involved
It’s the second half at the Dunk and
before games begin. The band
the Friars have just scored a basket,
must unload its two buses, set up
putting them ahead of the competition.
its sound equipment, including a
You high five your friends, taking
microphone system purchased with
care not to drop your $10 hotdog on
its own funds, and perform sound
them, and sing along to the music the
checks. The band typically attends
Pep Band is playing. The camera man
two games a week.
notices you dancing in the bleachers
The Pep Band plays favorites such
and focuses his camera on you. At
as “Hey Baby,” “Forget You,” “Bad
once, you receive 10 text messages from
Romance,” and Rush’s personal
friends who just saw you on ESPN.
favorite, “Crazy Train.” Recently, a
Without the PC Pep Band, you would
saxophone player within the band was
still be another face in the crowd.
commissioned to play during the “kiss
Erin Rush ’12, an English major
cam” at basketball games.
from Norwood, Mass., is the president
“I’m the smallest trombone player
of the Pep Band at the College. Rush
in the first row, so I usually get on the
attended Norwood High School,
big screen. I’ve been on ESPN once,
where she was a member of the
and my family called saying they had
marching and jazz bands. In Pep Band,
all seen me,” said Rush.
Rush plays trombone, but she also can
Rush’s favorite memories of Pep
play the clarinet and piano. Rush is
Band include attending Big East
also a member of the symphonic winds
Tournaments
ensemble.
and storming
In
high
the court after
school, Rush
the
Friars’
was a section
victory over
leader
in
the University
band, giving
of Pittsburgh.
her experience
“We didn’t
in a leadership
want to run at
position. Rush
first since we
was recruited
were holding
into
Pep
instruments,
Band at the
but we ended
involvement
up jumping
fair
her
over
the
freshman year.
reporters’
Due to her
table with our
experience
instruments
and
love
in our hands,”
of music in
said Rush.
high school,
When Rush
Rush wished
first
joined
to
continue
Pep Band, she
p l a y i n g
noticed
the
throughout
welcoming
her
college
atmosphere.
years.
T
h
e
D u r i n g
COLLIN ANDERSON ’15 / THE COWL
upperclassmen
her junior year, Rush is the most petite trombone player in the
looked after the
Rush served as Pep Band and has appeared on ESPN during
underclassmen, and
secretary on the basketball games.
the members of the
band’s executive
band never hesitated to say “hello” on
board, a position which prepared
campus.
her for her current role. The band’s
“Pep Band is the best family I could
executive board has a vice president,
ask for here at PC. I love them all so
a treasurer who deals with Student
much,” said Rush. “Pep Band is my
Congress for funding, a secretary who
passion, basically. It’s the club I care
handles attendance, and an equipment
most about; I’ll do anything to make
manager who maintains the sound
the club run perfectly. I want it to be the
equipment. The band also has three
best it can, because it means so much to
student conductors.
me. We work really hard, we love what
The PC Pep Band plays at both the
we’re doing, and we have so many
men’s and women’s basketball and
talented members.”
hockey games. It is mostly a studentMany alumni and parents approach
run organization, with a director who
the band with compliments, and
also serves as faculty advisor. The Pep
children at games often dance near
Band has a dual nature in that it is not
the band. Recently, the band received
only a club, but a class as well. The Pep
an e-mail from Nate Leaman, head
Band is partially run by the Department
coach of the Men’s Ice Hockey team
of Music, Student Congress, and the
complimenting their work. Rush and
Department of Athletics.
the band appreciate the recognition.
As president, Rush is responsible for
In the future, Rush hopes to see
communication between the club and
the band grow and double in size.
the Department of Athletics. Athletics
She would also love to see new
gives Rush a list of games, and Rush
uniforms and more opportunities
brings this list to the other members
for members to receive solos and
of the executive board. Together, they
display their talent. In her personal
decide which games the Pep Band
future, Rush wishes to enter the
will attend, taking into consideration
world of book editing.
school rivalries and student schedules.
When Rush is not at the Dunk or
Rush is also responsible for organizing
practicing in the Smith Center, she enjoys
rehearsals and coordinating travel for
reading, especially the Harry Potter series,
the band.
writing, and participating in Elderly
Through her leadership position,
Outreach through Campus Ministry.
Rush believes she has learned to
by Micaela Cameron ’13
News Staff
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Language Exchange Club Seeks Congress Approval
PC Students Brought Together in Shared Enthusiasm for Foreign Languages
by Amanda Garganese ’13
News Staff
Student Club
Hola, ciao, bonjour, hallo. Ukraine
native Iryna Bocharova ’15 has taken the
initiative to start a Language Exchange
Club at Providence College. Bocharova
speaks four languages, Russian,
Ukrainian, French, and English, and
wants to bring the European method
of learning foreign languages here to
the States. She applied to 20 colleges
in two years and decided to attend

“

students to learn a foreign language
and for alumni to practice their skills.
Bocharova participated in these kinds
of clubs and met a wide variety of
language enthusiasts between the ages
of 20 and 30, which gave her the idea to
start a similar club at Providence.
There are many culture organizations
and language clubs on campus; however,
the social setting and actual practice of
languages are not there. The language
clubs are usually conducted in English
and do not require a foundation of the
language. Bocharova wants her club to
be unique in the sense that all members
will interact in the foreign language.

SHE CALLED THE CLUB ‘A RAW IDEA BASED ON SELFSTARTERS WHO ARE CRAZY ENOUGH TO DO IT.’

Providence College because of its small
liberal arts program, “That’s the place
I’m supposed to be,” says Bocharova
about the College.
Bocharova is not a stranger to the
United States by any means. She did
a foreign exchange study program
in Michigan her sophomore year in
2007-2008 and decided to come back
for college. She arrived the day after
Hurricane Irene hit and says people
joked that she was to blame for the
disaster.
Bocharova came up with the
Language Exchange Club idea this
past October and decided to put the
club into motion this semester. The
idea of a language club is not original
and is common in Europe as a way for

”

She wants the Language Exchange Club
to be a place where people can practice
language in a relaxed setting.
Bocharova hit a barrier with starting
the club. When the club was proposed
to Student Congress, it deemed that
the club was not necessary. Congress
will not recognize the club as an
official club until it is recognized by the
Department of Foreign Language as a
club. In order to have the Language
Exchange Club recognized by the
Department of Foreign Language,
the department needs to e-mail every
foreign language major or minor and
get them on board. No action has taken
place yet, but Bocharova has not given
up. She said there are two options: start
the club anyway or drop the idea. She

is not giving up and intends to start the
club fully.
The Language Exchange Club is
open to all students with any language
background, whether they have
experience from high school, are native
speakers, dabble in broad studies, want
to learn more, or even are self-taught
fans of foreign language. Bocharova
hopes to have Spanish, French, Italian,
and German speakers in the club.
“There is no real responsibility, so
we can experiment,” said Bocharova.
When a person speaks a foreign
language in a class, it is easy to get
embarrassed or nervous if a person
is unsure of certain words, due to
the academic setting and teacher
expectations. A casual setting between
friends is a much different environment
from a classroom and is much less
nerve-wracking. This is the distinction
Bocharova draws between classroom
and out-of-classroom discussion.
She also states that people have a
block in foreign language and do not
realize it is something you can use to
communicate with friends on a daily
basis. She thinks that if people consider
language as a tool then it will become
something they want to improve upon
and feel confident. The Language
Exchange Club is something Bocharova
hopes will foster connections between
students and make foreign languages
enjoyable.
Bocharova hopes to schedule the
first meeting in two weeks, but is
anxious about the numbers. For the
club to really work in the way that

she has planned, there have to be at
least 20 people in attendance. During
the meetings, participants will have
conversations about selected topics in
foreign language, watch videos and
listen to music in a foreign language,
and play vocabulary games. The
main goal of these meetings will be to
promote foreign language studies and
encourage students to take these skills
outside of the classroom and adopt
them in everyday life.
She called the club “a raw idea
based on self-starters who are crazy
enough to do it.”
Bocharova herself is a quantitative
economics major and hopes to enroll
in high levels of French at Providence.

Get involved in the
Language Exchange
Club, and help give
the club the numbers
it needs to get passed.
Visit the club’s
Facebook page at
www.facebook.
com/pc.lec for more
information.

EXPLORE Program Opens Doors for Local Students
by Kathleen Sullivan ’15
News Staff
campus news
The College Access Program at
Providence College, EXPLORE, began
in 2008 as a way to reach out to high
school students in the Providence
area in order to teach them about the
college process. Emily Davey ’15,
now a freshman here at PC, was one
of the first participants in the program
and reflects the values it was designed
to encourage.

“

that we had about the program or
college in general.”
Later in February, the high school
students came to PC for a shadowing
day where they were able to attend
classes, eat lunch with the students
they were shadowing, and get a
tour of the campus. During her
shadowing day, Davey actually got
to shadow two different students, so
she was able to sit in on an English
class, which was of special interest
to her since she is now an English/
Creative Writing major.
The last component of the program
was later in the spring. During their

[THE EXPLORE PROGRAM] CLEARS UP YOUR
IMAGE OF WHAT A COLLEGE IS LIKE.

Davey initially got involved in
EXPLORE during her sophomore year
at Shea High School in Pawtucket,
R.I. Coincidentally, the creator of the
program, Stephanie Blake ’11, was
also a graduate of Shea High School.
Davey had heard that the program was
open to ninth and 10th graders, and all
she needed to do was fill out a short
application in order to participate.
Davey explained, “I knew I wanted
to go to college, and I thought this
program was a good opportunity to
open myself up to the process and
everything about college.”
Since it was the first year the
program was implemented, there
were only about 11 students involved
from Shea. Davey reminisced about
the first few meetings, saying that the
volunteers and coordinators from PC
came to meet with the students starting
in the fall.
“It wasn’t a long meeting, though,”
Davey remembered. “They were trying
to see how many students to get to be
involved and to answer any questions

”

April vacation, the participating
students came to campus for a threeday program that consisted of meeting
with professors from all different areas
of study for numerous workshops
and a ceremony day where the
students received certificates for their
participation and the parents were
invited to learn more about what the
program aimed to accomplish.
According to Davey, it is safe to
say that the program was a success.
“It was really helpful. As a freshman
or sophomore in high school, college
isn’t on your mind, and this program
introduces it without being too
forward,” she said. “It clears up your
image of what a college is like.”
The program opened her eyes
to the college process, Providence
College, and many other schools she
had never heard of before joining
this program. During the college
application process, Davey explained,
“I kept PC in mind because I knew I
wanted to go to a small school, but
I also found schools like Franklin

Pierce University in New Hampshire
that I was interested in.”
It was important to her to find a
school similar to the College because
“everyone was so friendly and open,
and here you get to know people on
a personal level. Students aren’t just
a number, like at larger schools.” She
went on to say that she really enjoyed
being able to talk to the professors
she met during EXPLORE and being
able to experience a college class was
important, too. Davey would strongly
recommend this program to other
local students, too. She remembered
telling people during her junior year,
“EXPLORE is good. Tell your friends—
go explore what college is like!”
Davey is now a volunteer for
the program, so she goes to the

participating high schools and
leads workshops for the students,
doing icebreaker activities and
being there for the students to
answer any kind of question they
might have. In her own words,
Davey said, “The name EXPLORE
describes everything that the
program is about, high school
students are exploring what college
is all about. It is very important
for students to experience college
life because it helps benefit their
future.” Based on Emily Davey’s
experience, EXPLORE introduces
high school students to Providence
College and the college process in
order to prepare them for pursuing
their college education.
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TEECIL: New Machine Will Allow Further Expansion
Continued from front page
“So many country clubs give you tees
and then a pencil; you would think
someone would have realized that the
two could be combined.”
In high school, he made the first
Teecil as a gag gift for his father,
admitting that is was “somewhat of
a joke.” It was not until Squillante,
a business management major, was
enrolled in Principles of Marketing
with Professor Eduardo Gonsalves
during his sophomore year at PC that
he began to seriously consider the
product’s potential.
“[After doing some research,] I
found out that two billion golf tees
are used yearly just in the U.S.,” said
Squillante. “When I saw that, I realized
that there was actually a market for it.”
He spent the summer of 2010 handproducing 2,000 Teecils in his basement
in Weymouth, Mass. Although he did
not have to physically make the tee,
the process of transforming it into a
Teecil was both time-consuming and
monotonous.
“It doesn’t seem like it would take a
long time, but in reality, I had to cut the
point off, drill the hole, put the lead in,
and then sharpen it,” said Squillante.
He then began to market the
product, showing it to as many people
as he could and making trips to local
golf courses. The biggest challenge was
convincing potential consumers that it
was more than just a college project; it
was a business in its beginning stages.
“When I first showed people, I felt
like they thought it was a gimmick.
Their attitude was, ‘Look at this kid
trying to make a tee into a pencil’—

they almost laughed at it in a way,” he
said. “But once they actually looked at
it and thought about it, they realized it
was a great idea.”
Throughout his marketing campaign,
Squillante came to find that businesses
were most interested in getting
personalized Teecils with their name
and logo, as opposed to the original
design that merely had the inscription
“If you have a Teecil…You have your
pencil.” He made both options available
for customers.
As the popularity of the Teecil
grew, Squillante realized that he
had to protect his rights to the idea.
With monetary assistance from his
parents, he hired a lawyer and filed
for the patent and trademark—both of
which are now in his name only. The
increase in demand also led him to
manufacturing possibilities overseas.
In January of 2011, he entered into
business with a manufacturer in China,
who produced 25,000 Teecils. The
young entrepreneur quickly realized
many downfalls to outsourcing, one
being that the six-week turn-around
time made it difficult to keep up with
custom orders. In addition, there was a
substantial difference in Teecil quality.
“The quality seemed—I don’t know
if cheap is the right word—but cheap,”
said Squillante. “It didn’t look good
compared to what I had made in my
garage. I realized that if I continued to
produce in China, it would bring my
company down because I had a nice
product I was making, but the Chinese
one just seemed dirty and cheap.”
By the summer of 2011, he decided
to go back to making his product by
hand. Custom orders were produced
by a tee company in Maine, and were

shipped to his house within one week,
where he would convert them into
Teecils in his garage.
Although he was pleased with
his decision, he became somewhat
overwhelmed when he found himself
with orders totaling over 15,000 Teecils.
“The thought of having to do 15,000
of them by hand made me realize that
I needed a machine,” said Squillante.
In August of 2011, he met with a
machine company in Attleboro, Mass.
Since the Teecil is the first invention
of its kind, it took the company ample
time to come up with the machine
design. The machine was not until
completed until last week, and in the
meantime, Squillante had to keep up
with the orders by hand.
“I’ve made it my full-time job,” he
said. “If I have a lot of orders, I probably
put in around six hours a day. It drives
you nuts because it is mundane doing
the same thing over and over.”
He mentioned that his roommates
have come to his house in Weymouth
on many occasions to help him
put together the Teecils. They do
this willingly without any pay, and
Squillante expressed much gratitude
for this.
Squillante foresees a newfound ease
to the process once the machine is up
and running.
“The machine will allow me to
take more orders, and I won’t be as
overwhelmed,” he said. “I will now
be able to focus more time on going
to golf courses and businesses to
market the product. Before, I was
concentrating on keeping up on my
orders, but now I can go out and
seek orders.”
Between the Teecils he has made

by hand, as well as the portion he
manufactured in China, Squillante
has sold more than 50,000 Teecils. He
explains, however, that his company
has not yet generated any net income
because “every time money comes in, I
put it back in to advertise and expand.”
For example, Squillante just paid
$1,000 for a booth at the National
Golf Expo in Boston, Mass., which
will be held on the first weekend in
March. To minimize costs, he works
alone, but once business is steady
and rising, he will be looking to hire
a staff to assist him.
He further explained his plans for
after graduation. “For right now, I
think I am going to take six months
to see if this thing is really going to be
a business that can make me money
and grow,” said Squillante. “If that’s
the case, I will focus completely on it.
If not, I’ve always wanted to open my
own driving range or golf course.”
Squillante cites the College as
having very much contributed to his
business success thus far. The PC
Athletic Department just recently
placed an order for 1,000 Teecils
with the Friar logo. Furthermore, his
professors have been academically
supportive of the process.
“If I didn’t have Professor Gonsalves
who urged me to look into the market,
I would never have taken the next step
to make this a real thing,” he said.
The original Teecils are sold in
bags of 40 for $5.99 and 100 for
$11.99. Personalized Teecils are sold
in orders of 500 for $69.99, 1,000 for
$135.99, or 2,000 for $245.99. All of this
information, and more, is available on
Squillante’s Web site, www.teecil.com.

BUENO: Inspired by Parents
Continued from front page
annoyed at him for being so busy; “It’s
hard to please everybody. You can’t please
all of your friends, but you need to get your
priorities straight. Sometimes you want to
hang out with your friends, but you have
to get your homework done.” I remind
myself that Carlos is younger than I am.
“I’m inspired by my parents,” Carlos
says when I ask him where his work ethic
comes from. “I credit them for everything
I have right now.” It turns out that he’s a
first-generation American—both of his
parents were born in Mexico and officially
became U.S. citizens in 2007. They saw
the opportunity in America and made
sure Carlos didn’t put it to waste. “We
grew up in Brooklyn, but when I was 10,
I started to notice a gang presence. All of
my friends started getting involved. My
dad was making decent money, but he
knew the environment we were growing
up in wasn’t a good one.”
Shortly after this realization, Carlos,
his parents, and his two sisters moved
to Rhode Island. “I was one of the few
kids from my middle school who went
to a decent high school,” he tells me. I
can’t help but notice how humble he is.
There’s not a hint of accomplishment in
his voice; it’s more matter-of-fact, like
he’s following a plan and these are just
the necessary steps. He strikes me as the
type of person who won’t pat himself on
the back until he knows that he made it,
until all of the hard work starts to pay off.
If it were socially acceptable, I’d stand up
and pat his back for him.
He wants to be the type of teacher who
can help kids who aren’t as fortunate as
he was. “If I’m a teacher, I can bring back
my past and tell my students that one day
I was in your shoes at the crossroads of
doing good and bad, and I chose the right
path.” I think it’s funny that he says “if.”
I think it’s a word he should stop using.

We’ve been talking for a while
now, and I don’t want to keep him
any longer. I want him to change out
of his grease-soaked uniform, and I
want him to take a nap. But before we
finish, I ask him how the hell he stays
so positive at work. I tell him that I’ve
known him for three years, that he’s
probably made me over 100 chicken
parm sandwiches and burgers (I wish
that were a lie), and that I’ve never
seen him in a bad mood. “I just try to
keep a smile,” he responds, laughing a
little. “You don’t want to get food from
a person who’s grumpy. I know how to
be a college kid, so I know what good
food means to a college kid.”
“Is there anything you ask of the
student body—of all the people who
you serve everyday?”I ask in conclusion,
pretending for a second that I’m
Anderson Cooper, and his answer will
be exposed to the world. Carlos thinks
about this one for a while, scrunching his
face to focus before he suddenly finds it.
“Just for a friendly smile, a please
and a thank you… They never hurt.”
“No, they definitely don’t,” I say in
return. And I immediately think about
how often I forget that.

SUMMER ABROAD
WORLD-CLASS INTERNSHIP AND STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS.

APPLY TODAY! APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 2012*

4bu.edu/abroad

*Exceptions may apply. See individual program descriptions at bu.edu/abroad for details.
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.
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www.bigtonyspizzari.com
525 Eaton Street,
Providence, RI
Visit our facebook
at BIG TONY RI
PC CARD
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RHODE ISLAND SENATORS FIGHT TO
HELP INDEBTED STUDENTS
by Adam Staropoli ’14
World Staff
Rhode Island
While the United States can boast
some of the greatest universities in
the world, the average American
college student worries over the
incurred debt associated with the
investment in college education.
Indeed, with the average tuition cost
being $40,000 a year (excluding other
fees such as housing and textbooks),
it is nearly impossible for a middleclass American student to invest in a
college education without taking out
loans and plunging himself into debt.
Congress has noticed the economic
distress that college is putting on
the next professional generation of
America and has responded with
the passage of the 2007 College Cost
Reduction and Access Act, which
phased in a lower interest rate on
new subsidized Stafford loans to
undergraduate students, reducing the
rate in half over four years from 6.8
percent to 3.4 percent.
However, this law is set to expire
on July 1, 2012, unless Congress acts
again on behalf of all college students
faced with debt. Without appropriate
legislation, interest rates for the
Stafford loans will revert back to 6.8
percent, an increase, which could
mean an increase of up to $5,200
over a 10-year repayment period for
borrowers who rely most on federal
student loans.

Senator Jack Reed of Rhode Island
and Representative Joe Courtney of
Connecticut have introduced bills into
the Senate and House, respectively,
to permanently cap Stafford student
loan interest rates at 3.4 percent.
“Making student loans more
affordable will help families save and
expand employment opportunities for
more college graduates. Student loans
should be an investment that pays off,
and can be reasonably paid off,” said
Reed in a press release. “Congress
needs to prevent this rate hike to
help keep millions of Americans from
being crushed by student debt.”
“Making college affordable is key
to unlocking America’s economic
competitiveness. Business leaders
know it is vital for young Americans
to get an education beyond high
school. If today’s students cannot
afford college, businesses will not
have the works with the education
and training they need to keep our
economy competitive and

dynamic far into the future,” wrote
Courtney in The Huffington Post.
Rhode Island college graduates,
including PC alumni, have the ninthhighest debt total in the nation,
according to a recent study. The
Project on Student Debt found that in
Rhode Island, 67 percent of students
graduating from four-year colleges
and universities in the 2010 school
year had debt averaging over $26,300.
This, of course, does not justify
the potential interest rate hike, which
is essentially a tax levied against
more than 10 million young
Americans. In the bleak
state of the economy,
they are having enough
trouble finding jobs to
support
themselves,
let alone make enough
money to survive and
pay back student loans.
Indeed, according to
The Huffington Post, just
54 percent of young
Americans (aged 18 to

24) currently have jobs.
At this point in time, the average
American student simply cannot
afford an interest rate hike.
“Student loans should be an
investment that pays off, and can
be reasonably paid off. Failing to
pass this legislation will make it
harder for smart, hard-working
Americans to join and stay in the
middle-class,” Reed and Courtney
said in a joint statement.
With college loan debt exceeding
credit card debt in this country,
college-aged Americans are currently
engulfed in a crisis that
threatens to impede on their
future economic well-being.

Yale Students Protest PC Professor
by Naomi Eide ’13
World Staff
Connecticut

Even though Sex Week still takes
place, there has been increasing
pressure to stop some of the
events on campus,
which include a talk
from former porn
industry actress
Maggie Mayhem.
MSN reported that
Undergraduates
for a Better Yale
College
was
behind a petition
asking Yale to
withdraw
its
institutional
support of Sex
Week by

ceasing to provide university
facilities for its events. The petition
claimed that Sex Week encouraged
“an unhealthy obsession with
physical pleasure.” A committee
looking into the situation
continued to allow Sex Week
to take place on campus but
declared that it “in recent
years
[has]
prominently
featured titillating displays,
‘adult’
film
stars,
and
commercial sponsors of such
material. We recommend that
‘Sex Week at Yale’ be prohibited
from using Yale’s name and any
Yale facilities.”

COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
DR. ANTHONY ESOLEN, ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Dr. Anthony Esolen of the
Providence College Department of
English was invited to Yale University
as a part of “True Love Week.” True
Love Week was a response to “Sex
Week,” a 10-day series of events
leading up to Valentine’s Day that
takes place on Yale’s campus every
two years.
One of several lecturers, Esolen was
present to shed light on his topic “The
Person as a Gift,” but events took a turn
for the worse when protesters arrived
to disrupt his lecture. On hearing about
Esolen’s planned presence on campus,
an e-mail was sent out among some
of the more liberal student groups
referencing his traditional views on
marriage. The e-mail ended with the
suggestion “How about a kiss-in?
Find a partner, a friend, a stranger
who consents—anyone you feel
comfortable sharing a smooch with.”
Barely 10 minutes into Esolen’s lecture,
a cell phone started playing Diana
Ross’s “I’m Coming Out” and pairs of
students stood up and began kissing on
cue. After a few moments of the kiss-in,
the protesters began to file out chanting
“One in four, maybe more,”—a slogan

at Yale that refers to the alleged statistic
that some 25 percent of male students
are homosexual.
Dr. Esolen commented on the issue,
saying: “It was strange. I’ve never had
anything like that happen to me. Why
trouble even to show up, when a small
group of students wish to invite a
professor to speak not about hooking
up, but about love, and specifically
that mysterious love between man
and woman? They’d taken the trouble
to invite me and collect the money for
my honorarium and expenses. They
got to listen to me, but the discussion
afterwards was hijacked by two
protesters who stayed around.”
The Weekly Standard reports that
“Yale’s kiss-in protest and the clash
between Sex Week and True Love
Week are indicative of a larger
ideological struggle going on at many
colleges and universities as students
seek to build healthy relationships
in an environment that gives them
virtually no guidelines for how to do
so.” True Love Week grew out of the
desire to show students on campus
that there is a different point of view
rather than the “casual sex” ideology
that is present on campus. Sex Week
co-director Connie Cho told MSN,
“I think Sex Week is about diversity
of thought and opinion and helping
students to make sexual choices of
their own.”

Interested in writing for World News? E-mail cowlworldnews@gmail.com
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Labor Controversy Blindsides Apple
by John Mihovics ’14
World Staff
United States

Apple stores around the country faced
demonstrations last week as customers
were troubled by recent reports about
the abuses faced by workers in the
factories of Apple’s manufacturing
suppliers. Protesters targeted stores
in key locations in Washington, D.C.,
New York City, San Francisco, London,
Sydney, and Bangalore.
The protests began with an online
petition drive launched two weeks
ago on Change.org that has been able
to draw around 200,000 signatures
thus far.
Mark Shields, the creator of the
social activism site, calls himself a
lifelong Apple customer and was
upset “to learn of the abusive working
conditions in many of Apple’s
supplier factories.”
His site has teamed up with
SumOfUs.org,
a
corporate
accountability lobbying group that
also started a petition that has drawn

55,000 signatures.
On Thursday, Feb. 10, a dozen
protesters stood outside the Apple
retail store in Grand Central Station.
They peacefully handed out the full
petitions to workers at the store,
revealing the long list of people
concerned with factory conditions.
Reports of horrid working
conditions in factories belonging to
Foxconn, a company
that
produces
electronics for the
world’s
leading
brands, ignited
the protests.
Stan Grant of
CNN was able
to
interview
a worker in a
factory of Foxconn
who
asked
to
remain nameless in
order to avoid being
fired from the company.
The woman described
how she works, sleeps, and eats at
her factory while often working a 60-

hour work week. The company warns
employees upon being hired that if
they accept any interviews, by law
they could lose their jobs.
“Apple’s attention to detail is
famous, and the only way
they could fail to be aware
of dozens of worker deaths,
of child labor, of exposure to
neurotoxins is through willful
ignorance,” said Taren
StinebricknerKauffman,
the
executive director
of SumOfUs.
However, over the
weekend Apple finally
responded to customer
concerns and has
announced that
it will conduct a
series of voluntary
inspections of all
assembly
plants
across China beginning
February 13.
The company will be working
with the Fair Labor Association, an

independent watchdog group that
Apple joined last month to monitor
the facilities in its supply chain.
Tim Cook, CEO of Apple, has
shown much optimism about the
plan to monitor Foxconn’s largest
facilities, and assured customers that
workers everywhere have the right to
a safe and fair work environment.
Although the attention will
definitely expose some of Foxconn’s
poor practices and lead Apple in the
right direction, many social activists
worry that the attention on Apple will
ultimately allow the worst culprits
of ruthless working conditions to
continue in secrecy.
John Biggs, the editor of
TechCrunch Gadgets, also expressed
his worry. In an online article
published on Monday, he warned
that, “By focusing on the biggest
Chinese
(actually
Taiwanese)
manufacturer, we inspect the canopy
of the tree while ignoring the diseaseinfested trunk.”

California Judge Strikes Down Marriage Ban
by Katie Davenport ’14
World Staff
UNITED STATES

A federal appeals court recently
ruled against California’s Proposition
8, a voter-approved ban on same-sex
marriage. The court argued that the
ban unconstitutionally discriminates
against gays and lesbians. Section I of
the 14th Amendment states that “[N]
o state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws.” A
three-judge panel at the Ninth U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals thus found
that California’s Proposition 8 “works a
meaningful harm to gays and lesbians”
by denying their rights to civil marriage
in violation of the 14th Amendment,
more commonly referred to as the

Constitution’s equal protection clause.
CNN reports that supporters of
Proposition 8, which passed with 52
percent of the vote in 2008, claimed that
they were willing to bring the issue to
the U.S. Supreme Court. Supporters of
same-sex marriages, however, cheered
the decision when it was announced in
San Francisco on Feb. 7, 2012.
In 2008, California’s Supreme Court
ruled that same-sex marriages were
legal in California before Proposition
8 went before voters; the passage of
Proposition 8 put an end to the practice.
Opponents of same-sex marriage
point out that they have won votes in
every state where the issue was on the
ballot. According to CNN, however, an
international poll revealed that public
opinion has nationally shifted since
2009, with 53 percent of people now
believing that same-sex marriages
should be recognized as valid.
Californian lieutenant governor
Gavin Newsom, who allowed same-sex
marriages when he was mayor of San
Francisco in 2004, deems the court’s

ruling a “historic milestone towards
equality for all Americans.”
“This is the biggest step that the
American judicial system has taken
to end the grievous discrimination
against men and women in the samesex relationships and should be highly
praised,” Newsom further explains in
a written statement.
CNN explains that New York,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Iowa,
Vermont, and New Hampshire are
currently the only six states out of 50
that grant same-sex marriage licenses;
the District of Columbia also grants
those licenses. Hawaii, Delaware,
New Jersey, Illinois, and Rhode Island
recognize civil unions, providing statelevel spousal rights to same-sex couples.
“Very soon, Proposition 8 will be
gone forever,” states Kristin Perry,
one of two women who objected to
COURTESY OF QUEERLANDIA.COM
the ban in federal courts alongside
Protestors
hoist
flags
at
a protest in California.
a male same-sex couple. The ruling
against Proposition 8, as Perry
says, “marks the culmination of year,” and many individuals, both
what has been a transformational gay and straight, feel the same way.

Rick Santorum Wins Big in Startling Upset
by Meaghan Lambert ’14
World Staff
United States
In a surprising turn of events this
past week, candidate Rick Santorum
upset the G.O.P race with wins in
Minnesota, Colorado, and Missouri.
Known as the most conservative
candidate, Santorum won 44.9 percent
and 40.3 percent of the votes at the
Minnesota and Colorado caucuses,
respectively, according to The New
York Times. Following Romney’s backto-back triumphs in key states Florida
and Nevada, Santorum’s wins added
an unexpected twist to the race.
Facing Romney as the front-runner,
and Gingrich as Romney’s chief
opponent, Santorum was able to gain
the support of evangelicals and Tea
Party members in search of a truly
conservative candidate.
Although Santorum’s wins did
not grant him any delegates, with
Minnesota and Colorado delegates
to be decided at district and state
conventions in the spring, his victory
was highly unexpected. With more
Republican participation in the
Missouri primary than in the Nevada

caucus, and Romney’s easy Colorado
victory in 2008, Santorum’s camp
expects his last three wins to bring
in more donations and support
than ever before. With mutual fund
executive Foster Friess present
during Santorum’s victory speech
last Tuesday, the former Pennsylvania
senator should be able to expect
increased fiduciary support from
Friess’ “Red, White, and Blue Fund.”
Although Santorum hopes to
elevate himself as Romney’s main
opponent, his long term sights are
set on the White House. The New
York Times reports that Santorum
claimed: “I don’t stand here to claim
to be the conservative alternative to
Mitt Romney, I stand here to be the
conservative alternative to Barack
Obama.” Romney’s press have
significantly minimized the effect of
Santorum’s wins on his campaign,
pointing out John McCain’s many
state losses before becoming the
G.O.P candidate in 2008, and
brushing aside claims of weakening
campaign energy.
Predicting “a change in the
direction of the race,” Santorum
vows to carry his efforts to the Tampa
Republican Convention in August,
and to continue to present himself
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Rick Santorum gained the support of the conservative base to take unexpected primary wins.

as the conservative alternative to the
“Massachusetts moderate.” Gingrich’s
camp appears to be the most wounded
by the caucus results, although he
did not appear on Missouri’s ballot—
calling the challenge a “beauty
contest”—and instead focused his
campaign on Ohio. Reaffirming his
goal to challenge President Obama
in November, Gingrich reported to

CNN Tuesday, saying, “After tonight,
you’ll see this is a wide open race.”
An apparent split in the Republican
Party appears to have taken effect
on the G.O.P campaign, making this
race anyone’s game. With “Super
Tuesday” approaching, all four
Republican candidates will need to
show the American people why they
deserve the candidacy.
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Marketing Controversy

Fries McDonald’s

communications manager for the
Animal Rescue League of Iowa and
a member of ARL Pit Crew Club.
As well as petting a stray pit
bull, the ad claimed that “shaving
your hair just to see what it would
like,” “naming your son Sue,” and
“giving your friends your Facebook
password” were also riskier than a
Chicken McBite. In fact, the ad claims
that pit bulls were the least risky on
that list, with naming your son Sue
called “super risky” and giving your
Facebook password “ultra risky.”
The marketing idea concerning the
theme of risk perhaps comes out of
the recent controversy surrounding
the “pink slime” that was used
in McDonald’s hamburgers and
chicken nuggets. As of January 31st,
McDonald’s claimed to have stopped
using ammonium hydroxide in its
products since August. Ammonium
hydroxide is a common ingredient in
household cleaners and fertilizers,
although with a certain amount of
acids added, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture classifies it as “generally
recognized as safe.”
As for pit bulls, research shows
that while the pit bull bite is the
most dangerous type of dog bite,
pit bulls are no less likely to attack
than other breeds of dogs. In fact,
studies show that aggression is
more due to how the dog is bred,
rather than its breed.

by Kelly Smith ’12
World Staff
International
A McDonald’s radio ad was
quickly pulled after it stirred up
controversy from pit bull owners
everywhere. The ad claimed that
eating a McDonald’s Chicken McBite
was less risky than “petting a stray
pit bull.” Within four days of its
airing in Kansas City, complaints
began, and a Facebook page entitled
“Pit Bulls Against McDonald’s”
gained over 8,000 supporters. Pit bull
owners felt it portrayed the breed
in an unfair light, and perpetuated
the common stereotype of pit bulls.
After the anti-ad campaign garnered
much Internet support, McDonald’s
pulled the ad and issued an apology.
Representatives said the ad was
“insensitive in its mention of pit
bulls,” and apologized.
But some pit bull owners don’t think
an apology is enough. Some believe
McDonald’s should make a donation
and feature an ad that promotes pit
bulls in a positive light. Despite the
outrage, some praise McDonald’s for
its timely apology and reaction.
“I am pleased that they pulled
the ad after their customers spoke
out about it. Not all companies
listen so closely to their customers
so I appreciate that they did – and
so quickly,” said Stephanie Filer,
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Anonymous:

Motivations and Goals
by Andrew Gellert ’13
Asst. World Editor
UNITED STATES
Call them hackers, call them
heroes- whatever the moniker, the
outcome is the same. The Internet
collective known as Anonymous
continues to wreak havoc across a
variety of targets. The group uses
powerful computer attacks that
rely on brute force to overpower
the Internet security of entities it
considers immoral, repressive, or just
a source of amusement.
The most important aspect of
Anonymous is its structure. It is
formless. To claim to be a part
of Anonymous is to be a part of
Anonymous. Occasionally, the more
technologically-inclined
members
will discuss target selection or
strategy in Internet conversations,
but for the most part the force behind
Anonymous’s attacks comes from the
legions of faceless contributors, who
volunteer their computer power to
carry out the group’s operations.
This decentralized organization
makes Anonymous hard to track,
but potent enough to damage the
Internet presence of companies like
MasterCard, as well as government
affiliates like the FBI. Other
recent attacks include a threat to
dump information about Mexican
government officials in the pay of
drug cartels and a release of internal
e-mails from the Syrian government.

It’s clear that Anonymous has
the clout to effect real change, but
its motivations are a little murkier.
One of its most important guiding
principles is freedom of information.
This concept leads Anonymous to
support Wikileaks as well as the
revolutionaries of the Arab Spring.
As members of an Internet
collective, Anonymous members
can aggregate their individual
social inclinations into a force
of
international
proportions.
Amorphous
and
democratic,
Anonymous taps into the political
will of everyday people to bring
pressure to bear against its enemies.
High-profile attacks increase the
notoriety of the group, but have
yet to result in crackdowns from
authorities. In one embarrassing
case,
Anonymous
released
a
secret conference call among FBI
investigators. The subject of the call
was Anonymous.
Although the government may be
stymied now, continued displays may
induce them to step up its strategy
and take Anonymous seriously. If,
for example, Anonymous began
cracking diplomatic servers and
releasing classified data of military
importance, the group could find
itself in hot water. But it’s not easy
to take down an Internet-based
organization – just ask the Pirate
Bay. In essence, Anonymous is less
of a collection of people and more
of an idea that attracts activists. It’s
hard to fight an idea.

Across
1. Potato or playground game
3. Bad sign
5. Poetical sadness
8. What Dionysus is god of
9. “It was Only Just a Dream” singer
10. Left a smidge open
12. Heart
13. Gene guy
Down
2. Wrote and sang original “I Will Always Love You”
4. Cost of a dead battery?
5. Out of breath
6. Eyes Polyphemus has
7. Sea Snake
11. Tommy Wiseau’s masterpiece The _____

WorldPuzzles

by Kelly Smith ’12, World Puzzle Master
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Greece Signs Important Debt Deal
And Passes Austerity Measures
by Joe Lepri’12
World Staff

INTERNATIONAL
Last Thursday, European Central
Bank President Mario Draghi
breathed a sigh of relief when he
was able to tell a news conference in
Frankfurt that “A few minutes ago, I
got a call from the Prime Minister of
Greece saying that an agreement had
been reached and has been endorsed
by the major parties.”
While this may seem like great
news for the struggling country that
had time running out to make a deal
before a large bond redemption on
March 20th, many people are outraged
because of the spending cuts the deal
must invoke. On Sunday, Feb. 12, “the
Greek government approved sharp
cuts in civil service jobs, minimum
wages, and welfare,” according to
CBS. These cuts were required by
international lenders in exchange

for the $170 billion bailout package.
Many riots took place during the
vote on Sunday, and police needed
to use tear gas to maintain control
of angry protesters. Peter Cardillo,
chief market economist for
Rockwell Global Capital, said that
the Greek debt deal amounts to a
default because creditors will get
less than they are owed.” However,
he continued, “Orderly default is
better than a chaotic default, which
would lean on the whole eurozone and
the global economy as well.”
Eurozone officials say “the full
package must be agreed with Greece and
approved by the EU, IMF, and European
Central Bank by February 15 so legal
paperwork can be completed in time to
avoid a chaotic default that may threaten
the global economic recovery.”
The news of the prospect of
avoiding a chaotic default led to a
positive response from euro and
European stocks.

Cowl Portfolio
by
Arman Oganisian ’13, World Editor

The Cowl Portfolio gained 2.25 percent since January 5,
falling behind the S&P 500 which gained 5.16 percent. The
top gainer in the last five days is SanDisk Corporation, up
1.79 percent. The poorest performing stock was Agilent
Technologies, down 2.96 percent in the last five days.
The key market-mover this past week was turbulence in
Greece. The Greek government managed to pass austerity
measures. It is likely that Eurogroup meeting this coming
Monday will approve the measures needed to secure
bailout funds needed to avoid default in March.
There was good news in the markets. Positive
economic data revealed that automakers realized their
best monthly sales in the U.S.. Retail sales rose .4 percent.
Internationally, China promised to back Europe as it
faces a debt crisis. Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao, said that
“China is firm in supporting the EU side in dealing with
the debt problems. We match our words with actions.”
This is promising as the eurozone shrank by 0.3 percent.
This was the first shrink in more than two years.
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Feature IPO:
Synacor, Inc

Stock Pick of The Week:
Pandora Media, Inc

Synacor went public on February 10 of this year.
The company provides Internet services such as TV
Everywhere, digital entertainment, and mobile apps to
about 21 million consumers while servicing more than
45 cutomers. Most notably, these customers include
Google and Toshiba.
It had originally hoped to raise between $75-$94
million with the IPO, but only raised $34 million after
it halved share prices. On the first day of trading, it
sold 6.82 million shares at $5.00 per share, falling short
of expectations.
The company’s fundamentals are unsettling. The
internet service provider made negative profits in 2010.
This is not surprising considering Synacor has had
negative profit margins every year since 2006, except
for 2009. A quick glance at the firm’s balance sheets
shows increased leverage in 2009 and 2010. Debt/assets
increases from 0 percent to about 12 percent. That’s
averaging about six percent a year.
Synacor’s cash flows are equally morbid. In 2010,
Synacor reported negative operating, investing, and
financing cash flows. Synacor’s stocks have fallen more
than five percent since the IPO, currently trading at $5.00.

Having a short position on Pandora is one of the best
moves you can make in this market. The company is
in poor shape with respect to both stock performance
and fundamentals.
Currently trading at $13.53, Pandora shares have
depreciated more than 22 percent in the past year. The
price has bounced back 35 percent since mid-December
2011, still falling short of its previous high of $17.42.
The market is not undervaluing Pandora. The
fundamentals are bad. Although revenues have
increased every year since 2007, profit margins have
remained below zero percent. The company is having
trouble controlling expenses. A quick look at Pandora’s
cash flows statements reveals rather dismal operating
cash flows. Operating cash flows were negative from
2008 to 2010, coming up barely above zero in 2011.
The company also faces significant competition from
Grooveshark and Spotify. Pandora interface is just too
complicated relative to Grooveshark, which allows
you to make an account in less than 30 seconds by
linking to facebook. As opposed to Pandora, typing in
Grooveshark.com brings users directly to a search bar,
mirroring the successful simplicity of Google’s Web site.

by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor

by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor

Greek Prime Minister Licas Papademos
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From Greek Life to Basketball—The Possibilities are Endless
by Kerry Vaughan ’12
Commentary Staff
campus
What if Tom Brady really could
throw and catch the ball? What if
Jersey Shore had been a flop and
canceled mid-season? What if John
McCain and Sarah Palin had been
elected to office in 2008? What if you
never came to Providence College?
What if…? It’s a pretty loaded
question that we ask ourselves
frequently, and each time, we are met
with infinite possibilities. There seems
to be something pleasantly satisfying
in that—imagining what things could
have been like had they panned out a
bit differently.
Have you ever considered, what if:
PC Had Greek Life.
Sigma Kappa! Phi Delta Theta!
Pledge week. Facebook albums full
of posed pictures with everyone in

matching outfits. Eaton and Huxley
lined with frats and sororities.
Imagine? I don’t want to. Greek life is
not all glory. Maybe I’ve seen a few
too many movies revolving around
evil sororities, but it seems to me
that Greek life is all about vicious,
backstabbing girls in matching,
brightly colored T-shirts that advertise
their sisterhood, and lax bros in flat
brims drinking cold ones on the porch,
trying extra hard to come across as
“brahs.” Greek life is exclusivity. It’s
scared pledges. It’s hazing. A lot of
times, it’s being something that you’re
not. I really can’t imagine PC with
Greek life—the campus’ entire social
construct would be radically different.
I think the absence of sororities
and fraternities on the Providence
College campus is something that
separates PC from a number of other
colleges across the nation. And for my
money, it’s something that makes our
community such a close-knit one.
Coach Cooley hadn’t come to
Friartown.
As The Cowl pointed out two

weeks ago, they go for the coach—
the athletes, that is. And Ed Cooley
is a pretty good one. In a matter of
months, Cooley has injected a new
spirit into the Men’s Basketball Team
and the entire PC community. Plain
and simple, Cooley is a positive,
likeable guy who knows a thing or
two about basketball. Perhaps that’s
why he’s been able to recruit players
like Kris Dunn and Ricardo Leo. We
might even see the nation’s numberone recruit, Nerlens Noel, don a Friar
jersey next year. Imagine?
Eaton Street were safe.
Can you see it? A crime-alert-free
inbox. Children riding their bikes
with gleeful smiles on their faces. The
mailman skipping from house to house.
Flowers blooming, birds humming,
cars driving the speed limit. The gas
station transformed into an ice-cream
shop. Students doing homework on
their porches. Small social gatherings
ending at 11 p.m. No red cups. No noise
violations. No suspicious vans. Can you
imagine it? Neither can I. Eaton Street
wouldn’t be Eaton Street if it were safe.

The Cowl didn’t exist.
Thursdays would be just another
day of the week with almost nothing
to look forward to. And worst of
all, people would have to resort to
reading things like The New York
Times. I shudder to think of what a
sad, unattractive place a Cowl-less
world would be.
Fortunately, the last I checked,
there were no evil sorority sisters
strutting around campus, Ed Cooley
is the head coach of the men’s
basketball team, Eaton Street’s still
dangerous, and perhaps best of all
(okay, maybe second or third best),
the ever-wonderful Cowl hits the
press every Thursday. So what’s
up with the need to constantly ask
ourselves: What if? Perhaps we do
it because when we finally exhaust
the number of alternate realities
that could have been, we realize
that given the choice, nine times
out of 10, we wouldn’t change a
thing about the way things are.
And for that, I’d say we’re pretty
darn lucky.

No “Cafeteria Catholicism” Here
Santorum’s Platform Could Offer Catholics and Country Hope
by Ewen Finser ’12
Commentary Staff

politics
America has already seen the
first Catholic president in John F.
Kennedy, but what about the first
Catholic Republican president? The
Providence College community—
largely Catholic itself—could find
a kindred spirit in the candidacy of
Rick Santorum. Or could it? If the
Santorum campaign were looking
to hire, a sign might read “Cafeteria
Catholics need not apply.”
The
surprising
trifecta
of
victories in Missouri, Minnesota,
and Colorado have rocketed former
Senator Rick Santorum back into
the public spotlight. The scrutiny
that necessarily accompanies such
a victory can be withering. As
Republicans continue their desperate
search for “Anybody But Romney,”
Santorum has finally gotten the
legs under his campaign to mount
a serious case for his candidacy.
Despite snatching a win in Iowa from
Mitt Romney early on, Santorum had
stumbled in the states that followed,
especially the key conservative state
of South Carolina.

What can account for the recent House, and later the Senate. His
success of Santorum? He has real appearance as a staunch conservative
substance when it comes to policy, belied the reputation of northeastern
as
moderate
contrasting the intellectual “trivia” Republicans
style of Newt Gingrich and the robotic accommodators and served as an
parroting of talking points by Mitt anomaly for the region.
Never afraid to take a stand,
Romney. Santorum is fluent
Santorum is strictly and
when it comes to the
unconditionally against
intellectual critiques
abortion and has a long
of his opponents.
record of opposing gay
This is certainly
marriage. Similarly,
an attribute to
on foreign policy
be
admired,
he is to the right,
regardless of
perhaps even of
what
your
former President
political
George W. Bush
affiliation is.
and his coterie of
But when
idealists. His fierce
it
comes
religiousness
is
to his own
augmented by the
positions—
American global
as
much
hegemony.
In
as
he
is
debates he has been
intellectually
uncompromising
rigorous—he
in his criticism of
is
something
Iran and China,
of an anomaly.
suggesting that a
Santorum
rose
Santorum presidency
to
prominence
would
be
more
as a fierce culture
readily
amendable
warrior
in
the
to
ratcheting
up
1990s. Appealing
hostilities.
to blue-collar,
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On the domestic
instinctual,
cultural conservatives, Santorum front, Santorum is not as fiscally
managed to pull off some surprising conservative as the rest of his agenda
political upsets running for the U.S. might suggest. Favoring economic

protectionism and big government
programs such as the expansion of
Medicare Part D (which he advocated
and voted for as Senator), Santorum
may not align clearly with the fiscal
goals of the Tea Party movement.
He is, however, a staunch opponent
of Obama’s health care legislation,
citing his daughter as an example
of a rare medical case who might be
left to die under the program. While
extremely conservative on foreign
policy and social issues, his blend of
fiscal policies tags him as something
of an economic populist.
So what is the prognosis of a
Santorum candidacy? As intellectually
honest as he is, his brand of populist
economic policies, social conservative
rigidity, and neoconservative foreign
policy are thoroughly out of touch
with the present political reality. If
nothing more, he represents the last
gasping death throes of a politically
and
intellectually
discredited
ideology. While his candidacy may
stir up powerful emotional empathy
with certain groups of voters, a reestablishment of the George W.
Bush
neoconservative
idealism
will ultimately be no more popular
than its namesake. Neither is this
re-imagination of neoconservatism
a strategically sound course for our
country, given the track record of the
Bush legacy.
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Celebrating Diversity:

Black History Month

Passion...It’s Intense. I was recently told that I am too passionate. After
reflecting on what that means, I came to the following conclusions. To be
passionate is to humble yourself and sustain rejection when you’ve already
paid your dues and when you can’t find any earthly reason why you should
suffer such humiliation. To be passionate is to become a sponge when
you’ve already had professional experience and achieved great things. To
be passionate is to start the whole question-answer loop all over again to
raise the bar. To be passionate is to be labeled a fanatic, a control-freak, and a
perfectionist for wanting to learn every aspect of a field and get every detail
right. To be passionate is to have so much respect for the field that you’re willing
to admit that you don’t know squat, even though it’s been a part of your entire
life. Now, if this sounds just a little bit fanatical—maybe a lot fanatical, even
over-the-top—that’s exactly what it means to be passionate about something.
Just so you know. Oh, and I’m sorry if it offends you.—Genevieve Ilg ’14

Movies and Reality. Wear comfortable clothes, go to the movie theater,
and just go from movie to movie to movie all day long. I absolutely love
going to the movie theater. Maybe it’s because at the movie theater, it is fully
acceptable for me to eat as much popcorn as I want and finish it all before the
movie starts. Maybe it’s because the theater movie is the only place where
I allow myself to spend five dollars on a soda. Maybe it’s because at the
movies, your emotions have the possibility of hitting every extreme in a
matter of two hours. You start off laughing, someone dies so you start crying,
the killer is still on the loose so you’re scared, then it ends happily ever after.
It’s like an emotional reset button; hit all ends of the emotional scale just to
make sure everything’s working smoothly. But I think my favorite part of
seeing movies on the big screen is that it gives me a chance to sit back and
relax. I can take my focus off Song of Roland and Beowulf for a while and focus
on a different story. A story that I won’t be tested on, and I don’t have to
take notes on. I can just accept it for what it is. Some say movies give you
a false sense of reality. I say: Who cares? If that false sense of reality can
clear my mind, make me laugh, make me cry, and leave me in a good mood
when I leave the theater, then I got what I paid for.—Kelly Sullivan ’12

R.I.P., Whitney Houston. There is no denying that Whitney Houston had
one of the most powerful and inspirational voices the world of music has
ever seen or heard. After the announcement of her death this past Saturday,
there was an outpouring of sadness from the professional world of music
as well as from my family and friends in the Facebook and Twitter worlds.
Oprah tweeted after the news release of her death, “To me, Whitney was
THE VOICE. We got to hear a part of God every time she sang.” And Oprah
was not alone in that sentiment. We have all had those nights where we jam
to “Wanna Dance with Somebody” with our friends or cry as we listen to
Whitney belt out those powerful words: “I will always love you….” But at
the 2012 Grammy Awards, on a night that was supposed to be filled with
celebration, the only thing anyone could talk about was the death of Whitney
Houston. The only thing that anyone could talk about during the red carpet
or the award show was how Whitney was a pioneer for the world of music
and how much she will be missed. It was completely overdone. I understand
honoring someone who has stood as a legend and idol for so many of today’s
powerful artists, but the Grammys should have been a celebration of the
talents of the present and the future, not about who was loved in the past.
I hardly got to hear from Adele, Taylor Swift, the Foo Fighters, or any of
the other musicians that were there to celebrate their achievements from the
past year. We should cherish the memory of Whitney Houston, cherish it,
but not allow it to overshadow the true talents of today.—Kaylee Miller ’12

A Conservative in Each of Us. Oftentimes, we feel helpless, discouraged—
cliché, I know. But we’ve all felt this way—whether it’s on a day when we
flunk a test or can’t seem to provide a right answer in class, it appears as if
we get a special close-up of our insignificance courtesy of reality. But I’ve got
news for you, good news: Students matter. They matter a whole lot, and in
fact, our importance is only surging. Politically, students can be apathetic and
lazy getting to the polls to vote, but in reality, we have strong convictions.
Perhaps it’s startling, but many of these convictions are actually the same. We
want to find good jobs and have our hard work be rewarded with a decent
salary. We want to be able to shop affordably for products of commendable
quality. We want to see our values protected and respected. Finally, we want
independence from Mom and Dad. We crave autonomy from just about
every source, especially the government. The Nanny State has other ideas:
putting a sharp brake on our ambitions and putting a stop to our dreams. No
student would settle for a professor attempting to stop him from researching
a particular issue or working on a certain project, and the chances are that
no professor would do so. Why not? Because the object of education is to
learn and to grow as a result. Likewise, the object of government should
be to encourage the innovation and growth of its citizenry, not to stymie
growth through oppressive taxes and regulation. So, the next time you feel
insignificant, relax, because every sane student stands behind you in waving
the banner of independence and craving a government that stays out of our
homes and churches. Know that more of you are conservative than you think—
and there is a proud and fierce contingent nationwide that boldly refuses to
surrender to the destruction of the American Dream.—Beatriz Forster ’14
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by Elena Yee
BOMA Director
society
Carol Moseley Braun, Andrew
Young, Dr. Charles Drew, Ruth
Simmons, Gwendolyn Brooks, and
Denise McNair.
Of all these names, which ones do
you know? Do you know that this
month, February, is Black History
Month? To my embarrassment, I
must confess that my knowledge
and appreciation for African
American luminaries and of black
history has been dismally lacking.
Several years ago, I attended a
Civil Rights Movement workshop
and was given a quiz. First, I felt
dismay that I had to take a pop
quiz and more so that I knew so
very little about the people of
who had diverse backgrounds
propelled
the
movement.
Why is it important for me, a
Chinese American whose family
came to the U.S. less than 70 years
ago, to know about the history of
a people which my family has not
directly oppressed? For the past
10 years, I’ve come to see how my
family has benefited from those
who paved the way so we could
experience freedom as people who
did not belong to the majority. If it
weren’t for African Americans and
so many others who fought to press
our nation to keep its promises
declared in its founding, “We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness,”
I might not be here today.
Still, I am aware of the winds of
change in the passage of history.
My family did not arrive in the U.S.
when the Chinese were regarded
as the “Yellow Peril.” We were
not prevented from immigrating
because of the Chinese Exclusion
Act of 1882, which lasted for 30
years. No, we were part of the
advent of the “model minority” era,
which meant our faces were seen

as safe, submissive, and smart. As
a result, we have been lauded yet
also used as props against other
people of color. “Why can’t you
work as hard as they do?” “Why
aren’t you as smart as they are?”
Frankly, I haven’t exactly rejected
this status because it has given me
access and acceptance. Without
realizing it, though, this model
minority status, (or myth, as I
like to call it) has come at a cost.
And what was the cost? To be
ignorant of the history of other
people who have suffered and
contributed to this nation.
To
choose silence over speaking up
for justice. To be passive rather
than proactive. So, what should
I do? Over time, I’ve come to see
and believe that black history is my
history because I’m a U.S. citizen.
Black History Month is American
history; a history about people
with faith, resilience, and hope.
What have I done since that
humiliating quiz? I’ve taken the
initiative to learn, to participate,
and to engage.
I’ve read the
poetry
of
Langston
Hughes,
participated in service learning
projects in Jackson, Miss., listened
to friends and students, and
watched “Awkward Black Girl”
online. In all these efforts, I’m
reminded again to be ever grateful
for how far we’ve come as a
nation, a nation of many peoples,
languages, and cultures with an
interweaving of histories that
make up the history of a nation—
the history of the United States.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
From www.infoplease.com:
Carol Moseley Braun was the
first black woman senator, Andrew
Young was the first black U.N.
representative, Dr. Charles Drew
was the inventor of the blood bank,
Ruth Simmons was the first black
woman president of an Ivy League
university, Gwendolyn Brooks
won the Pulitzer Prize in poetry,
and Denise McNair was one of four
young girls killed in an Alabama
church bombing in 1963 (from the
film 4 Little Girls, 1998).
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Letters to the Editor
Alumnae Criticizes Students’ Lack of Game Day Spirit

If it weren't for us season passholders, the Men’s Basketball Team would not have ANY fans. Students are lazy and do not show up for games, and when they
do, they do not cheer. I am also tired of fans who just want to sit and cheer. Folks, you can do that in church! Get a life and support your team! If I can drive from
Winooski, Vt., every weekend to see games, the students should be able to drive to the Dunk! If we really want Nerlens Noel or anyone else, we need to let them
hear and see the student body, not the season passholders!
—Patricia Howes ’84

Bretz ’12 Bashes Forster’s Tangent on Google’s Secularism

by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.
A few years ago, I was watching Saturday Night Live and couldn’t help laughing
during the Weekend Update segment of the show. A picture of a guy with ashes
on his forehead appeared on the screen while one of the hosts said, “The Catholic
season of Lent began this week on Ash Wednesday, the one day every year when
your co-workers go: ‘Surprise! I’m religious!’”
There is a similar phenomenon that occurs on campus as we usher in these forty
days of Lent. A couple of thousand members of the college community will line up
in the chapel next Wednesday to receive their ashes and hear the old familiar words,
“Remember that you are dust, and unto dust you shall return.” Then we’ll spend the
rest of the day trying not to inadvertently wipe our brows, turning our foreheads
into big black smudges.
People from all across our Providence College family come out of the woodwork
for this annual ritual. It’s easily the day of the year on which we see the most people
in Saint Dominic Chapel. And that is in no way a bad thing. But unfortunately, many
people only come in for that one day. My intention in pointing out this sad fact is not
to admonish those of you who look at Ash Wednesday as a “one and done” religious
holiday, but to invite you to consider using these holy days as an opportunity to
grow closer and closer to Christ.
There is no one among us who, at some level, doesn’t experience frustration in her
or her life. We experience our own weakness and get annoyed at our own inability
to live the lives we so deeply desire. We know what we want to do and make good
resolutions, yet continue to stumble and fall. Time and again we realize that the spirit
is willing, but the flesh is weak.
But that’s okay! The good news is that Christ himself is no stranger to our trials
and distress. One of the things that we commemorate during Lent is the mystery of
Jesus’ suffering in the desert. At the end of these forty days and forty nights – Christ’s
own Lent – our Lord was tempted by the devil. Now unlike you and me, Jesus did
not fall for the tricks of the Evil One. But that doesn’t mean that he didn’t suffer. Thus
the author of the Letter to the Hebrews writes: “We do not have a high priest who is
unable to sympathize with our weaknesses, but one who in every respect has been
tempted as we are, yet without sinning.”
This is why Christ came among us in the first place! He’s here to reconcile us to
God because there is not one of us who can do it on his own. Let’s make every effort
to make this the best Lent of our lives, going out into the desert with Christ, our
great high priest, so that we can let him work that redemption in us! Come on Ash
Wednesday, and keep coming. Make this the time when you get back to Church and
experience the joy and peace that only God can give. The joy and peace for which
we all long.
Ash Wednesday services in St. Dominic Chapel are at 11:00 a.m., 11:35, 12:15 p.m.,
1:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 7:00, and 9:00.

IN MY

I am writing in response to a tirade (or was it a tangent?) published in the February 2nd issue of The Cowl, entitled “Superficial Google.” I would just like to say to the author:
Thank you. Thank you so much for all the good work you do. Your crusade against Google’s secular, snowflake-mongering agenda is an inspiration to Christians everywhere. I am
not quite sure how naïve you are, but just in case, I’d like to make clear that I was being sarcastic just now. That’s when you use irony to convey contempt.
You see, I distinctly remember the day that Google posted its nefarious snowflake title art. I remember clicking on it, and being directed to numerous articles discussing the
massive ice crystal in question. I remember bringing it to the attention of my roommates. “Did you see this link on Google about the snowflake? That thing was HUGE!” I also
remember thinking, wow, here’s something absolutely and positively inoffensive to anyone. Who could get angry about a big, old snowflake? It’s such a pleasant and simple thing
for Google to do—a fun diversion for everyone. No one’s going to blow up a building over this, no one’s going to commit self-immolation in protest—heck, no one on the planet is
even going to be affronted by this and write an editorial piece about it.
But wait! Someone found a way to be “badgered” by innocuous Google title art! I found your being insulted by Google’s so-called agenda to be, well, insulting to reason. Rational
people who do not want to be bothered by Google’s “mindless trivia” will see something such as a link to an article on the world’s biggest snowflake and they will simply ignore it.
After all, it’s trivia—that is, something trivial. Certain other people see the same thing and feel compelled to share their outrage with the readership of a weekly newspaper.
I understand that you have brought up grievances against Google not simply in response to the “snowflake situation,” but because it frequently offers secular factoids when it has
perfectly good opportunities to make wholesome Christian Google art instead. Consider, for instance, the whole “Darwin on Good Friday” thing that you mentioned in your piece. I
am of the opinion that the fact that humans evolved from primates is something relevant to everybody, regardless of religion or creed (of course, some people will disagree with this,
but we probably shouldn’t be listening to those people). On the other hand, the fact that “our Savior is Jesus Christ” is only true for about three-quarters of the people in this country.
So, Google had to make a choice: It could celebrate Darwin, whose work is generally considered a major milestone in Western intellectual progress, or it could celebrate Good
Friday. The former would likely only be a problem for Christians who either don’t accept evolution or are of a mind to complain when a secular tidbit is manifested as Google
art in lieu of a Christian one. The latter, on the other hand, would probably be offensive to a significant portion of that other quarter of Americans who don’t actually believe
that Christ saved them from anything. This camp might end up choking on their traditional Good Friday ham sandwiches in shock at the idea of Google advertising something
blatantly religious.
Honestly, I’m starting to wish that Google had taken the third option and had chosen not to make any art at all, in order reduce the possibility that people will find their homepage
offensive. However, if that were the case I would probably just end up responding to someone who wrote a disgruntled essay about how dull and boring Google.com is. If you have
truly “lost all patience with Google,” I would like to remind you that there are other search engines out there. You seem like the type who still uses Internet Explorer; if this is the
case, may I suggest that you pair it with Bing? Also, I just checked, and Ask.com still exists. You could always go with that. Or better yet, since you seem to be living in the Middle
Ages, perhaps you should refrain from using the Internet altogether.
—Bobby Bretz ’12

HUMBLE

Opinion...
by Jenn DiPirro ’12
Commentary Editor

....You are Entitled
to Your Opinion.

In my humble opinion, you are entitled to your own opinion. Since
my freshman year at Providence College, I have been writing for the
Commentary section of The Cowl. It has been, what I consider, the worstbest experience of my life. Let me tell you what I mean by that. More than
any other experience at PC, from the classroom to the Clubbie’s stage, The
Cowl has prepared me for the tumultuousness of the real world. I have
received the praise and the criticisms of my peers and faculty members
alike. Nothing makes me happier than making someone connect with my
writing, and nothing hurts me more than to have someone disapprove of
it—or for that matter, disapprove of it in a public forum. I know I have a
tendency to come off like a harshly sarcastic person in my writing, but I
want everyone to know that it is a persona that I put on to get people to
read. No one wants to read an opinion article that is nice, right? So, all four
years of college I have had the great ethical struggle of deciding what is
more important: having a lot of people read my articles and having some
hate them, or not having anyone read them at all. Like everyone else,
I came to PC my freshman year looking to be successful. I had always
been involved with my high school and local newspapers, so I thought
The Cowl would be a great outlet for me. Then boom. I remember the first
time a classmate criticized me. I know that I put myself out there every
week, but I have feelings, too. Someone yelling at me and telling me my
articles suck when I’m out on a Friday night seriously puts a damper on
my evening. Now, it even says that my writing “sucks” when you Google
my name. This was not what I signed up for in September of 2008. I’m
sorry if I have ever offended you with my writing. I really do it to make
you think, and I try to relate to all of you. It is sad that this has reflected
on my reputation in a negative way. As the age-old lesson points out, you
have to have tough skin if you are going to put yourself out there. In the
end, thank you all for your love and hate. But mostly, thanks for reading.
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Valentine’s Day : PC Students & The
Baby Craze
Damage Control
by Tommy Cody ’13
Commentary Staff
Culture

Last week, The Cowl was filled
with Valentine’s Day advice about
the cardinal do’s and don’ts for
the day of love. Some of the advice
was solid, some egregious, and
some plain odd. Unfortunately, the
strange cocktail of love advice we at
The Cowl created did not adequately
prepare the common man for all
of the possible disasters that could
very likely occur on the 14th of
February. I am going to do my best
to fix that. Any advice about what
to do on Valentine’s Day at this
point would be pointless, but what
I can offer is damage control, or, in
the unlikely case that a Valentine’s
date actually went well, a diagram
of how not to mess everything up.
Now, I am no authority on love
advice, so I will have to defer to
an expert. There are a few lone
characters in our culture who have
earned the honor of being called a
Doctor of Love. Many are smooth,
cool, confident individuals who
rarely make mistakes, always have
a plan, and in the unlikely event
that they don’t, know how to think
on the fly. But the man I respect the
most is no Casanova. No, the man
I go to is the Love Doctor himself,
George Costanza. Yes, the short,
neurotic, bald man who still lives
with his parents from the sitcom
Seinfeld. He is the alchemist of love.
George Costanza is so deplorable,
so awkward, so painfully inept in
every way, shape, and form that he

is brilliant. He is brilliant because
he shows us exactly what not to do.
Remember, the key to the George
Costanza school of thought is to do
the exact opposite of what George
would do. For example, when
you find yourself in a situation in
which you must make small talk
and introduce yourself to someone
you are interested in, do not, as
George Costanza would, proceed to
make up a company that you work
for and say anything but the truth.
The beauty of the George Costanza
method is that you will never find
yourself unprepared. George has
gotten himself into every single
situation imaginable; you name it,
he has encountered it. Just go on
Youtube and watch a couple of clips
of the greatest George Costanza
moments—you will be set for life.
Botched engagement, botched first
date, botched pick up—every stage
of a relationship is covered. He
has pretended to be addicted to
cigarettes to break off a wedding.
He has tried to lose a first date by
taking her to Burger King. Dating
an ex-convict who, when she was
released, wanted to see you again?
George has, and he will walk
you through the situation step by
step. Simply put, he is a legend.
Do the exact opposite of what
George would do, and you will
never have a dating problem again.
It is not easy to become a disciple of
George, but if you put your mind to
it, you will become a Doctor of Love
yourself. If you want to limit the
damage from your last date or keep
the good vibes going, just watch a
few clips of George, and you will
bow down on your knees and praise
him, for he is George, lord of the
idiots and the true doctor of love.

by Matt Santos ’14
Commentary Staff
campus
Sitting here in the Overlook
Lounge, pondering my latest article,
I almost began writing about Jeremy
Lin. This past week, Lin has given
New York sports fans another
reason to be excited, bursting onto
the sports scene with impressive
performances in his first few starts.
He’s created a bit of a buzz, even
a Tebow-esque craze. And then it
happened: A different craze struck
me. An adorable little kid came
sprinting and giggling by with his
father (presumably) protectively
following close behind, and my heart
melted like a stick of butter on a hot
sidewalk. A professor of mine once
acknowledged last semester that
the only things this campus seems
to be missing are little children and
dogs. Because of this, whenever
we see an infant or an animal
on campus, we college students
turn into blubbering little “Aw”
factories…and I’m not mad about it.
If you stop and think, the college
experience is unique in a lot of ways.
One in particular is that this may be
the only period in our lives in which
we are constantly surrounded by
(almost) only people our own age.
A 4,000-person community of 18- to
22-year-olds simply does not exist
outside of the collegiate world. This
is what causes the baby craze—the
drop-everything-and-gawk, smiletil-it-hurts, point-and-giggle feeling
that we all experience at one point
or another. Perhaps right before you

left for school for the first time, a little
cousin’s birthday party seemed like a
chore. The thousandth game of Uno
and the shrill shrieks of childhood
mirth truly cut to the core of what
you could handle. Not anymore.
Time apart from family and the
age-differentiated world leave us
appreciating each time we turn into
human playgrounds back home, oohing and ah-ing at the adorableness
of visiting children on campus.
This past Alumni/Family/New
Student/general
“Go
Friars!”
weekend was a prime example of
the craze in effect. In Lower Slavin
on Saturday afternoon, a crowd of
alumni and their families visited the
different clubs and organizations to
which they belonged during their
times at PC. Let’s just say I had
almost forgotten that strollers even
existed until I saw some newborn
babies being rolled around the
building. Seeing the little kids made
me remember and miss the host of
little cousins whom I seldom see,
with the excitement of the baby
craze turning into an excitement for
the next time I could go visit them.
And so, while it may seem silly
to pause from homework to watch
the giggling, happy run of a little
kid and his father around the Slavin
Atrium and to instantaneously
change the topic for a weekly article,
the baby craze is undeniable for
the college student. Hopefully, it
reminds people of those in our own
lives whom we may miss at home,
as it does for me. Maybe hide-andgo-seek will last for one more round
longer next time. Maybe you’d love
to play Monopoly even though your
cousins don’t know how to count
the money yet. Maybe Dora the
Explorer won’t be so bad to watch.

&

Tiffany E ar l
Making PC an emotionally
stable place one letter at a time
Dear Shy,
If you’re going to ask out this boy, you have
to take a risk– that’s what makes the crazy,
confusing, love mumbo jumbo so romantic!
After all, if a knight didn’t have to slay a dragon
to save his damsel in distress, he’d just be an
ordinary man in a very uncomfortable metal suit.
If Romeo could have just called Juliet on his cell
and said, “Hey, you wanna come down from your tower and chill
when your nursemaid goes to bed?” it wouldn’t have been such a
legendary (or tragic) love story.
So, let’s clarify what I mean by “risk.” You can’t steal his diary
to find out if he’s yearning for you, you can’t hound his friends
to tell you where he studies in the library, and you DEFINITELY
cannot call his advisor and ask for his detailed class schedule.
You can’t pull a fast one on fate – you can’t fake the right-time,
right-place scenario that has been bringing people together for
centuries (with the exception of Romeo and Juliet – fate wasn’t
too kind to them). What you can do is ask him if he’d like to go on
a date sometime—at open mic night, after belting out your best
rendition of “I’m Sexy and I Know It” while gazing meaningfully
into his eyes. If he’s evasive, take it as a no and move onto that
snazzy bartender. If he says yes, then just continue to be your
confident, girl-empowered self.
On another note, I’d like to congratulate you for being the type of
woman who refuses to wait around for a man to make a decision.
If we had more women like you in the world, I think it’s pretty clear
that America would have been discovered sooner, the iPod would
have been invented earlier, and overall, world peace would have
already been achieved.

This Week:

Girl Seeking Boy
Dear Tiffany & Earl,

My friends introduced me to
this guy that I am really interested
in. I think he might be interested
in me as well, but I’m not sure. The
only problem is that I am horrible
at pursuing people. In all my past
relationships I have always been
pursued by the guy. I’m such an
awkward flirt! How can I let him
know I’m interested without seeming
like a weirdo stalker?
Sincerely,
Shy Sally

Dear Spineless,
Haha ask him out you moron. It is
literally that simple. “Hey dude, do you
want to do <activity> at <place>? Yes? How
about at <time>? Cool!” Wow, look how
easy and not weird that was. Protip from
a cool guy (me): ask questions if you want
to learn things. Problem solved. If you
can’t execute this you are defective and
don’t deserve to reproduce. I mean, look, chick, the bar
for successful reproduction has never been lower. Even
the math department is a veritable den of procreation
these days. You are a conversation away from fulfilling
your genetic destiny. Lure him into your den like a spider
queen trawling for juicy flies. Slurp.
There’s only two ways this can go. He turns you down
and you like cry and eat ice cream or whatever. Or he takes
you up on it and the rest is up to you. The key is all in the
delivery. Stand with your back erect, your jaw pointed in
an assertive manner, blink cyclically, and accentuate your
commas with shoulders square and biceps akimbo. Stamp
your foot to get his attention, roar your challenge, and
observe the rest of the pack to avoid surprise attacks. He
will step forward and issue his reply. Assuming he submits
to your will, graciously pick the lice out of his back hair
and eat it. Congratulations, you are now the alpha chimp.
OoaaAAaoAOoaaOOoaa,

Roving

Photography
What was your favorite part
about the Grammys?

“Katy Perry’s blue hair.”
Caitlin Corcorin ’15, Elyse Butterworth ’15

“The exorcism of Nicki Minaj!”
Liz Fitzgerald ’12

“The snacks.”
Regina Loftus ’12, Jack O’Hara ’12,
Ciaran O’Donnell ’12, Jimmy Kelly ’12

“The dresses!”
Katie Murphy ’13, Stephanie Orloff ’13

“The pre-show interviews with Sophia Grace and Rosie.”
Kate Ryan ’14

“Adele.”
Liz Vaughan ’13, Emily Hanoian ’13
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“Kanye West didn’t interrupt
			my performance.”
-Taylor Swift
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PC IN PICTURES

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

JESSICA HO ’14/ THE COWL

TOP LEFT:
This past weekend, the offices of Alumni Relations and College
Events hosted Alumni & Family Weekend, a three-day celebration for
current students, alumni, and their families. The weekend featured
entertainment, art, special programs, athletic events, and a concelebrated Mass (shown above).
TOP RIGHT:
As part of the series of events held on Alumni & Family
Weekend, student groups decorated buses that provided
rides to the men’s basketball game against the University of
South Florida. The bus of the winning student organization,
Campus Ministry’s Pastoral Council, is shown above.
CENTER LEFT:
The Departments of Art & Art History and Athletics, as part
of their Sport: Art project, brought in a giant mural by Peter
Tigler, an artist in Santa Monica, California. The mural is based
on a photo of three student-athletes that was taken by student
photographer and athlete Dominic Channon ’13.

“Tee Time” graphic by Bridget Reed ’12, story on front page

SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL

Winnie Works Her Ancestry Pedigree
at Westminster Dog Show
by Bridget Reed ’12

Arts
&
Entertainment
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No One is Cooler than Dave Coulier
An Exclusive Interview with The Cowl

COURTESY OF NNDB.COM

by Catherine Northington ’12
Associate Editor-in-Chief
Being a part of The Cowl occasionally
has its perks—free pizza, 24/7 loading
dock access (woo!), and free pizza.
But last Friday The Cowl really did me
a solid—all of my wildest dreams were
fulfilled when I was offered the opportunity
to speak with sitcom legend Dave Coulier
after his show. I am still reeling from the
experience, so I will CUT IT OUT and let
the interview speak for itself.
CN: You know, you called me out from
onstage earlier when I stood up to grab a
couple of my reporters.
DC: Oh, that was you?! Yeah, sorry. I’m
not very nice for doing that. I thought you
were going to the bathroom. When ya gotta
go, ya gotta go. Good thing you didn’t go in
your seat – you got up and went.
CN: Oh well. Forgiven. Okay! First
question: You’re billed as a clean comedy
act. I was wondering what made you go
that route, especially when looking at your
former co-star, Bob Saget, who went in a
very different direction, comedically.
DC: Well, comedically, we’ve always
been that way, so it wasn’t like I “chose” that
path, you know? I wouldn’t know how to
go up there and throw F-bombs. It’s just not
my style. But Bob has always been that way.
CN: Which surprises people.
DC: Yeah, yeah. They are surprised.
But you know, your comedy act is always
kinda different from your character.
CN: Speaking of character: I watched
your web series, Can’t Get Arrested, and I
loved it. It’s very surreal to see you and
[former Full House co-stars] Jodie Sweetin
and Candace Cameron acting together
again. The show makes fun of all kinds

of media sensationalism and publicity
stunts, and there’s one episode where
you talk about wanting to “break the
Joey Gladstone mold.”
DC: Mhm! That’s right.
CN: It seems like you’re very goodnatured about that stigma. Has it ever
been frustrating for you, or is it generally
something that you enjoy?
DC: You know, when you’re starting
out as a performer, you pray for a show
like Full House. You pray in your wildest
dreams. That is the dream when you’re
first starting out.
CN: Right. Yet some performers seem
to take it less in stride than you do. I’m
sure people find your outlook refreshing.
DC: Yes. I would never look down
on the Full House experience or think
badly of it.
CN: Because of Full House and
subsequent projects, you have extensive
experience with television broadcasting.
How different was it for you to work on
a series made for the Web, as opposed to
the other media you’ve worked with in
the past?
DC: The Web is a different animal—
anybody can put whatever they want on
the Web. When we first started doing that
little series, I talked to Jodie and I said,
“A cat falling off a piano gets 16 million
views. We’re lucky if we get 50,000 in a
few months.” For videos to go viral, they
have to be very short. It isn’t usually a
story. It’s just a cat falling off the piano, or
a kid who falls asleep coming home from
the dentist. Those are the kinds of things
that go viral. I didn’t expect people to say
“Oh, Dave and Jodie and Candace are
gonna do this show together, so we’re
gonna watch it.” We didn’t expect that,
because that is not the viral nature of

the Internet. So, it was a really interesting
experiment to just kind of put this together
and say, “Let’s tell a story from our point of
view, making fun of the criteria that usually
makes fun of other people.” It was just an
interesting, weird, creative experiment.
Within two weeks, we had that show on
the air. I wrote all five of them, edited them,
put a crew together, and we got it up on the
Internet in two weeks.
CN: It was simple, but awesome.
DC: Thank you, thank you! We haven’t
paid too much attention, we just threw it out
there and figured we’d see what happens.
CN: Are you planning on doing anything
else in that vein?
DC: I think we may do something a little
different. I’m thinking of doing a show called
House Arrest where I’m at my house and I
can’t leave because I tore a tag off a mattress.
This is the third time I’ve done it, so I’m now
under house arrest and I’ve got to wear
an ankle bracelet, and I try to befriend the
mailman. But I can’t leave the the property
line of my house for six months. I thought
that might be an interesting experiment.
CN: Very interesting. I look forward to
hearing more about it.
DC: It should be fun.
CN: Because of your work on television
and your live comedy acts, you’ve become
widely known for your impressions. What
are some of your favorite impressions to do?
DC: I do really offbeat, weird ones. Like,
friends of mine. Those are the ones that make
me laugh the hardest. You know, when this
guy’s on my hockey team and I just start
talking like him. Or doing impressions of
my family members. Those are the ones that
make me laugh really hard. It’s the ones that
are famous–you know, like Bullwinkle–I do
those ones because they are recognizable for
other people.

CN: But the ones that hit closer to home–
DC: –those are the ones that crack me
up. They’re so weird, so obscure. People
are like, “How do you do that impression
of [your close friend] Strobel?” [adopts a
thick Canadian accent] I just started talking
like Strobes one day, and ya know, ya
guys are the greatest guys I ever met...
seriously [laughs, returns to normal speaking
voice]. That’s how he talks. So, I just started
talking like that. Those are the ones that
crack people up.
CN: I was doing some research, and
I hadn’t realized that you’ve been doing
some work with Adult Swim lately. You’ve
worked on shows like China, Illinois, and
you do Professor Brother, too, yes? What is
your involvement with those?
DC: Yes, China, Illinois, which is very
bizarre...a pot smoker show. It’s a show
for pot smokers [laughs]. I do the voices,
mostly. Yeah, you’ve gotta be pretty high
to watch that.
CN: You know your demographic.
DC: Yes. Yes, I do.
CN: On a more personal note: I read
that one of your hobbies is flying planes.
Do you have a plane?
DC: I do. I have a plane. I love flying
planes. I’ve been flying them since I was a
teenager. I got my license when I was a teen,
and I’ve been flying ever since. I love it!
CN: Alright, that’s all we have time for
right now. Great show tonight, and thanks
for taking the time to speak with us!
DC: Not a problem! Thank you, and
best of luck!
Note: I then proceeded to ask Uncle Joey
to come out to the bar and/or play Mario
Kart. He was obviously down to Kart (who
isn’t?), but had to decline due to his early
departure on Saturday.
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Check the Rhyme.

Fresh. Hot. Ahead of the Curve.
by Tim Morris ’14
A&E Editor

COURTESY OF ASAPROCKY.ORG

Danny Brown
Origin: Detroit

Kendrick Lamar
Origin: Compton

Danny Brown is a late bloomer, for
sure. XXX, his most acclaimed mixtape,
has nothing to do with erotica; rather,
it signifies his age in Roman numerals.
After years of attempting to break into
the music industry, he is finally starting
to get some recognition. MTV has called
him “one of rap’s most unique figures in
recent memory.” Listening to the music
that he has produced, it’s not hard to
understand why. Danny Brown brings
to the microphone a “strangled yap of
a voice” (Pitchfork). He stretches out
his vowels for dramatic effect, rapping
over beats that are just as distinct. The
individuality extends all the way to his
appearance. His hairstyle is somewhere
between Afro and Donald Trump combover. The skinny jeans that he wears cost
him a deal with the G-Unit label (headed
by 50 Cent). With the success that Danny
Brown has seen over the past several
months, 50 may soon be rethinking his
decision. Das Racist recruited the Detroit
native for a track on their album Relax
(2011). Tracks off of XXX—especially
“Monopoly” and “Die Like a Rockstar”—
took the mixtape slightly above the 8.0
mark on Pitchfork. Keep in mind that
Kanye’s Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy got
a 10—and that was an album.

A$AP Rocky
Origin: Harlem
If Rakim Mayers is on the road to success, he is getting to his destination,
well, as soon as possible. Maybe that’s why he took up the name A$AP Rocky.
Shortly after posting music videos for his tracks “Peso” and “Purple Swag” on
the Internet, he signed a recording contract with Sony/RCA. Now, A$AP is $3
million richer; he wasn’t too concerned about keeping his net worth a secret. The
23-year-old from New York has since released LiveLoveA$AP, his first mixtape
under a label. Its 16 tracks span 53 minutes, kicking off with the epic “Palace.”
Here, A$AP flexes his talent for a wary audience. He starts off with some slower
delivery and then steps on the accelerator: “Give me the title, then give me the
cash. / Fold it, then bag it, then move to the trap. / Follow my stash, stealing my
swag, / n****s is wickity-wickity-wack.” More recently, A$AP teamed up with
Schoolboy Q to produce “Hands On The Wheel.” The three-minute ode to “weed
and brews” makes use of a sample that most listeners will recognize instantly:
“Crush a bit, little bit, roll it up, take a hit.” Sound familiar?

Whatever throne Jay-Z and Kanye
West are watching, it’s not the one that
Kendrick Lamar is about to occupy.
In August of 2011, Snoop Dogg, Dr.
Dre, and The Game declared him the
“New Prince of the West Coast.” It
might’ve been easier to criticize Lamar
if he didn’t have the support of hip-hop
royalty. Then again, who would want to
criticize him? On “Rigamortus,” a track
off of his Section.80, Lamar showcases a
verbal dexterity that rivals Twista and
Busta Rhymes: “And I gon’ mention,
how the far you see, putting my d**k in
the rap industry / Everybody b*****n’,
getting mad at me, recognize Kendrick
in the battery.” Just imagine that verse
being delivered at breakneck speed.
Lamar adds to this talent an awareness
of society and its many problems.
“Ronald Reagan Era” finds him
rapping about welfare checks and the
negative impact that Reaganomics had
on minorities. The bottom line is that
listening to Kendrick Lamar requires
listening to Kendrick Lamar. His beats
will not be sampled, nor will his tracks
be played in a club; however, his lyrics
will captivate the audience that is
steadily building itself around him.

EDITOR VS. EDITOR
This Week: Favorite Social Network

Tim
Morris
Favorite Social Network: Twitter

Sarah O’Brien

Favorite Social Network: Facebook

His Thoughts: At first, I was skeptical of Twitter. Like most
of those who still heavily rely on Facebook, I didn’t know what I
would tweet, who I would follow, or what clever username I would
adopt—but all good things come in time. Soon, I learned that the
140-character limit was forcing me to cut straight to the heart of what
I wanted to say. Who really has the time to read that paragraph-long
status about your awkward family cruise? Condense, condense,
condense. If it was good enough for Hemingway to cut out all of
the fat, then it’s good enough for me. The minimalist approach that
Twitter takes to social networking is what I’ve fallen in love with.
It’s quicker to check between classes (or even when the professor’s
back is turned). Also, I kind of like seeing the number of tweets that
I’ve sent out so far—about 2,700 snippets of wisdom.

Her Thoughts: Have you seen The Social Network? If not, you need
to. You’ll never think of Facebook the same way again. Facebook
wins because it has completely revolutionized the way we interact
with one another. “Defriending’”someone is the ultimate insult,
and the term “Facebook official” is used to determine whether or
not a relationship is legitimate. When my friends were finding out
who their roommates were this summer, they became worried if
they couldn’t find him or her on Facebook. If the person didn’t have
a profile, perhaps he or she would turn out to be a “freak” or a
social pariah. Think of how many times you check the site each
day. Would you know anyone’s birthday if it weren’t for Facebook?
Would you know what the people you met abroad were up to? The
Harvard dropout knew what he was doing. And I “like” it a lot.

His View of Sarah: No one can deny that Facebook has
expanded the boundaries of social networking; still, for every great
innovation, there are ways that it can be abused. The problem for
Mark Zuckerberg is that he doesn’t know where to stop. Think
back to the early years of Facebook, a time when the layout was
quite simple. Now, in addition to all of the basic functions, users
can drown in an infinite number of pages to “like.” Do you enjoy
watching parkour? There’s a page for that. Got a crush on that
goalkeeper for the United States women’s national soccer team?
Yeah, 950,000 other people dig Hope Solo, too. You can spend hours
liking pages or you can sync up your profile with the most idiotic
Facebook games. Farmville? Really? I’m almost ashamed to admit
that I played copious amounts of Robot Unicorn Attack last year.

Her View of Tim: “Friend” conjures up images of smiley faces
and sunshine, while “follower” makes you think of restraining
orders. I do love Twitter, and I do have many more followers
than Tim. That being said, Twitter is no Facebook. The idea
is cool; you get to see what topics are “trending” worldwide.
However, what they usually end up being is “#BeliebersUnite!”
or “#TeamEdward4ever.” Also, far too often, people post tweets
that fall into the categories of Obnoxious (“Blew $500 on shoes!”),
Offensive (“Women can’t drive lol”), Borderline Suicidal (“I hate
life right now”), and Things Nobody Cares About (“Just tied my
shoe”). Plus, I’m a picture person. Though you can “twitpic,” it isn’t
the same as uploading an album of the past weekend’s festivities.
Twitter is great for advertising purposes and for stalking celebs, but
as far as social networking goes, send a Facebook friend request my
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Chronicle: The Trouble with (Psychic) Teens
by Jorge Lucas ’12
A&E Staff
Hollywood’s present repertoire
seems to consist mainly of revisions
and rehashings of formulas that
work (or make money). So, we find
ourselves waiting with bated breath
for the next superhero flick, grossout teen comedy, or found-footage
thriller. While most of these end up
being rote and predictable, Chronicle,
amazingly, mashes up all of these
with captivating results.
Everything we see comes primarily
from footage personally captured by
Andrew Detmer, a high school senior,
as well as some images filmed by others
around him. We are first introduced
to Andrew’s turbulent life populated
by relentless bullies, indifferent girls,
an alcoholic father, and a cancerstricken mother. When he attends a
party with his cousin Matt, they, along
with star quarterback Steve, discover
a mysterious, glowing crystal buried
deep underground.
The next time Andrew turns on his
camera, we see that the three students
have developed special powers. Unlike the
Fantastic Four, all three of them acquire the
same abilities: telekinesis, invulnerability,
and flight. With this incredible knowledge,
the new friends take advantage the way
any rowdy teenage males would: pulling
practical jokes on civilians, lifting girls’
skirts, and flying around the world.
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Once the powers have been plumbed
for fun and games, however, greater and
less responsible possibilities become
apparent, especially to Andrew. The
rest of the film is a brilliant exploration
of how a super-villain is made, but
not in reaction to any well-intentioned
crime fighter. In fact, it never occurs to
the guys that superpowers could be
used for good, for something beyond
their own entertainment, until one of
them abuses his abilities and pushes
them too far.
That we follow the villain
throughout the movie and are made to
believe that he is the protagonist makes
his character all the more sympathetic.
His intentions are laudable and his fall

TASTE
by Catherine Northington ’12
Associate Editor-in-Chief

Tortilla Flats Restaurant
355 Hope Street
The proprietor of Tortilla Flats should
thank the marketing genius who billed
the restaurant the “perfectly imperfect
place to unrefine yourself.” Never have I
seen a better selling point for the college
demographic.
Refinement is for adults, after all, and
college is our last excusable exercise in
irresponsibility. We thrive on letting
loose, and Tortilla Flats’ 77 types of
tequila are there to help us do just that.
Although the bounty of tequila would
suggest otherwise, Tortilla Flats’ mien is
discreet at first glance. Occupying the
corner at 355 Hope Street, it camouflages
comfortably with the surrounding
establishments, lacking the ostentatious
peripheral bustle of hipsters that one
would find closer to College Hill.
As we entered the restaurant,
conversation floated languidly around
us. Noting the vast array of margaritas
and liquor bottles behind the bar, I

from grace regrettable. Dane DeHaan
is very believable as the downtrodden,
timid teenager driven to extremes by
newfound strength. Unfortunately,
his foil, the popular and confident
Matt called to honorable action by
tragedy, is played far less effectively
by Alex Russell.
Found-footage films derive their
power from their organic depictions
of the real world, even if that world
encounters
some
extraordinary
situation. Cloverfield convinced us
that a real group of friends, with all
its drama and idiosyncrasies, was
terrorized by a monster in New York
City. Not only is most of Chronicle’s
cast pretty stiff, but the setup for the

OF
THE

suspected that Tortilla Flats’ unrefined
glory would peak on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Upon being seated, my companion
and I (naturally) began our dining
experience with booze. A bottle of Dos
Equis ($5) for the gent, and a standard
16-ounce Flats Margarita on the rocks
($6) for myself. Upon my request for a
sugar rim, the waitress asked for our
IDs--as any astute server would.
Rather disappointingly, the margarita
was presented to me in a pint glass, when
everybody with gray matter knows that
the cool glass makes the margarita. After
taking a sip, however, I remembered that
the other best part of a margarita is the
copious tequila content. I noted happily
(and later, somewhat drunkenly) that
Tortilla Flats did anything but skimp in
that department.
As my companion and I pored over
the dinner menu, our eyes flickered
over and lit up at the curious option
of Louisiana alligator. As excellent as I
figured the TF nachos must be, I thought
it would be a travesty to see alligator on
a restaurant menu and neglect to order
it. We tentatively asked our waitress her
opinion of the dish, to which she replied
feebly that it tasted “like chicken.” After
further interrogation, she crumbled and
admitted that she had never dared taste
it. Laughing in the face of danger, and
our server, we placed our order.
The alligator tenderloin ($10.95)
was served in battered and deep-fried
chunks, with cocktail sauce for dipping.
I think it would be fair to say that almost
any item (edible or not) presented in this
greasy, battered form ends up tasting
the same—i.e., delicious. We dove into
the platter and found that the alligator
did boast a unique, if somewhat gamey,

fantastical plot, a magical crystal, is
rather contrived and unimaginative.
Once the crystal is forgotten (and it
is for the rest of the movie) it is easy,
and wicked fun, to accept the teens’
struggle to manage superpowers at the
height of pubescent angst.
Sometimes there are moments of
excessively profound insight from
these high schoolers. Watching
Andrew record another normal
conversation, Steve asks, “Don’t you
feel like it creates a barrier between
you and what you’re doing?” Matt,
for some reason a fan of philosophy,
explains Schopenhauer’s philosophy
of “pure will,” which will collide with
Andrew’s “apex predator” mentality.
Nonetheless,
this
analytical
undercurrent achieves a more pensive
examination of the superhero genre.
Chronicle strips away the spandex
and the muscles for a story about
egos and greed. That is not to say
that Chronicle is not full of stunning
visuals and thrilling action–it wouldn’t
be a superhero movie without it. But
more impressively, by the end you
will believe in super-villains and
heroes. If only it were for mysterious,
glowing crystals.
Grade: B+

TOWN

appeal. It was like chewing on a sneaker,
except tastier and more likely to stop
your heart.
Our main course arrived next. I
ordered the chicken ranch sandwich
($8.99), which consisted of grilled
chicken breast served on a ciabatta
roll with bacon, fresh guacamole, and
ranch dressing. The sandwich was
approximately the size of my face. It
tasted like angel droppings, and was
served with never-fail french fries.
My companion ordered the Incredible
Burrito ($11.95), which was the size
and weight of a cinder
block. Filled with beef,
chicken, cheese, sour
cream, olives, and beans,
the burrito was buried
under heaping blankets
of chili and cheese and
was at least as long as
Sarah Jessica Parker’s
face. The platter was
rounded out by scoops
of rice. This burrito lived
up to all its incredible
promises, and could
feed the average adult
for six meals.
Taking its name
from the great novelist
John Steinbeck’s 1935
work
Tortilla
Flat,
Tortilla Flats has lived
up to the novel’s
colorful
disregard
for convention and
homogeneity. The
restaurant
has
been
voted
Best
Neighborhood Bar by
Rhode Island Monthly
and has twice been

selected by The Providence Phoenix as
the city’s Best Mexican Restaurant.
All this recognition stands to reason,
as the restaurant provided us with
an exhilarating and delicious dining
experience. The service was excellent
and the prices were reasonable,
especially given the quantity and
quality of the food and drinks
provided. I urge all of our readers to
give Tortilla Flats a try—but for God’s
sake, make sure you have a ride home.
Grade: A
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Lost Without Lost? Watch These Shows!
by Alanna Smith ’14
A&E Staff
Missing Lost? Never fear: 2012 is the
television year for you.
Ever since the airing of the Lost
finale two years ago, millions of
Americans have been trying to fill their
evening time-slots with satisfying and
addictive mysterious, action-filled TV
programs. Apparently, the pickings
have been slim, as many people
have been ignoring their television
sets, instead choosing to re-watch all
121 episodes of Lost on their Netflix
accounts. With the recent influx of so
many new shows this year, Lost fans
might actually have something to
look forward to again. Here are three
promising shows, all of which can be
found on Hulu.
Alcatraz – Mondays at 8:00 p.m.
What do you get when you combine
a mysterious island, enigmatic
flashbacks, Jorge Garcia, and J.J.
Abrams? Well, you may get an episode
of Lost…or you might get an episode
of J.J. Abrams’ newest TV creation,
Alcatraz. With Garcia (known best for
playing much-loved Lost character,
Hurley) in a lead role and Abrams as
executive producer, it is difficult to
avoid having a few similarities to Lost.
The show has an intriguing premise:
On March 21, 1963, the prison on
Alcatraz Island was shut down due to
dangerous conditions for both guards
and prisoners – at least, that’s what the
government told the American public.
In reality, over 300 men disappeared
without a trace from the prison that
day. Almost 50 years later, the inmates
begin to show up all over the city of
San Francisco, completely unaged. It
is up to homicide detective Rebecca
Madsen (Sarah Jones) and Dr. Diego
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Soto (Garcia) to assist a secretive
government agency (including
Sam Neil, everyone’s favorite
paleontologist) in tracking down
the dangerous prisoners.
Once Upon a Time
Sundays at 8:00 p.m.
Lost writers Adam Horowitz
and Edward Kitsis joined forces
once again to pen this fantasy
series. The show contains some
sneaky, fun allusions, not just to
Lost, but to Disney films as well.
Take a look at the time on the
broken clock in the town square,
and listen for the name of the town
psychologist. The show also adopts
the Lost habit of using flashbacks
to develop the backstories of the
ensemble cast.
The present timeline of the show
is set in the town of (appropriately
named) Storybrooke, Me., while
the flashbacks are set in the
realm known as the Enchanted
Forest. The plot is set in motion
when bounty hunter Emma Swan
(Jennifer Morrison) is coerced into
moving to the town by the son
that she gave up for adoption, Henry
(Jared S. Gilmore). Henry is convinced
that the citizens are really various
fairytale characters, trapped on Earth
due to an evil curse that can only be
broken by Emma. Who set this curse?
None other than Snow White’s evil
stepmother, now the bitter, vindictive
mayor of Storybrooke…and Henry’s
adoptive mother. Emma is skeptical
of Henry’s claims at first, but after she
arrives in town, bizarre things begin
to happen –and she wonders if she
can give the town’s occupants a happy
ending after all.

The River – Tuesdays at 9:00 p.m.
This is the show for all the people
who loved the scary and spooky
aspects of Lost, like the Others and
the Smoke Monster. Despite having
Steven Spielberg on board as executive
producer, this show does not have any
connections to Lost personnel. Filmed
in Puerto Rico and Oahu, Hawaii,
the show certainly has the moody
jungle setting of Lost. Conceived by
the creators of Paranormal Activity,
the show also uses a pretty effective
documentary-style filming technique.
The camera keeps the monsters
hidden, banking on the terror brought
by sound and shadow.

The plot of the show is still
mysterious at this early point in
the series. Dr. Emmet Cole (Bruce
Greenwood), a famous explorer and
television host, disappeared while
searching for hidden magic in the
Amazon jungle. Six months after his
disappearance, his emergency beacon
goes off, prompting his wife Tess
(Leslie Hope) and son Lincoln (Joe
Anderson) to go off in search of him.
They are accompanied by a television
producer and camera crew, who film
the adventure, even as things begin to
go horribly wrong…

JC Penney Brings Degeneres On Board
by Marisa Urgo ’14
A&E Staff
Famous beauty Mae West once
said that a model is just an imitation
of a real woman. While I don’t think
this is always true, I am dismayed
by the typical models we see today,
who are dangerously thin and near
unhealthy looking. That is why I’m
thrilled to see companies like Dove
use atypical models to represent the
average female body, imperfections
and all. When JC Penney decided to
adopt Ellen DeGeneres as its new
spokesmodel, I was pumped. Ellen
is one of the greatest comedians
of our time, who conquers the
struggle that most comedians fail
to beat–being funny, but delivering
clean comedy at the same time.
Degeneres is not your typical idea of
outer beauty, but she is the epitome
of “inner beauty.” She also seems
to be a great person with a bubbly
personality, and is a humanitarian
who donates to charity and
celebrates that ordinary people can
do extraordinary things. I think
that’s a person worth recognizing.
One Million Moms is an online
campaign
organization
that
focuses on arts and entertainment
and sets to motivate citizens to
“reflect Biblical truth.” It was
offended that Ellen DeGeneres
was chosen to be the new
spokesmodel for JC Penney
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because of Degeneres’s sexual
orientation.
Their
argument
is
that
Degeneres
is
not
representative of the “traditional
type of families” who shop at JC
Penney. On its Facebook page,
One Million Moms posted that
JC Penney was “jumping on
the pro-gay bandwagon” and

ironically quotes Dr. Martin
Luther King. Weird… because
I remember him talking about
people judging one another for
the “content of their character.”
I find it ridiculous to look
at Degeneres and only see her
sexuality. There is so much more to
a person than who he or she chooses

to take on a date. One Million Moms
has every right to its own opinion,
but so does JC Penney. If people don’t
like it, they don’t have to shop there.
Essentially, JC Penney delivered
the same message. Ron Johnson,
JC Penney’s CEO, supported both
DeGeneres as the company’s
celebrity spokesperson and its
stance on the protests by saying, “We
stand squarely behind Degeneres as
our spokesperson, and that’s a great
thing, because she shares the same
values that we do in our company,”
Johnson said on CBS This Morning.
“Our company was founded 110
years ago on the Golden Rule,
which is about treating people fair
and square, just like you would
like to be treated yourself. And we
think Ellen represents the values of our
company and the values that we share.”
DeGeneres, of course, took the
comments in stride. Her “haters are
her motivators” and responded to
the “pro-gay bandwagon” comment
by joking that, “You don’t get a free
ride anywhere. There’s no music.
And occasionally we’ll sing ‘We Are
Family’ but that’s about it.”
I commend JC Penney for
sticking to their beliefs. Ellen
stands for honesty, kindness, and
helping those in need. Those are the
traditional values she stands for,
and those are what any company
should be proud to promote.
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Romantic Comedies:
The Break Up
by Haley Webster ’14
A&E Staff
As Valentine’s Day comes and
goes, many will find themselves an
hour and 20 minutes deep into The
Notebook without thinking twice. If not
The Notebook, then How to Lose a Guy
in 10 Days, 27 Dresses, or Hitch are all
admirable choices as well. One thing
all of these movies have in common
is their era. These classic romantic
comedies are all products of the
early 2000’s.
Movies today are either romantic
or comedic, but very rarely do the two
combine to create the blockbusters that
once were. Since the days of Cinderella,
Hollywood has taught us that the boy
always gets the girl and happily ever
after is just as attainable as a B- in Civ.
But recent “romcoms” such as (500)
Days of Summer have led us to believe
that the fairy tale ending is, in fact, not
attainable. If you’ve ever seen (500)
Days of Summer (and if you haven’t,
then get out from the rock that you
live under) then you know the opening
dialogue includes the optimistic
sentiment, “You should know up front,
this is not a love story.” This new indieinspired view of love has separated
romance from its comedic counterpart.
Ever since the break up of comedies
and romance, comedies have headed
for boys, bongs, and bromances. Take
Knocked Up for example. Nobody was
tearing up when Katherine Heigl broke
up with Seth Rogen, but everyone was
cackling when Heigl got called out for

being too fat. The same can be said for
the movie that started the bromance
movement, Wedding Crashers. You
don’t watch the movie to see if Vince
Vaughan and Owen Wilson find love;
you watch it to see womanizing at its
best. According to the top movies of
2011, comedies are moving on while
romance movies are still reeling from
the break up. Most of the top movies
of 2011 such as The Hangover II, Friends
with Benefits and Crazy, Stupid, Love are
heavy on the comedy and use romance
as a last resort card to pull when jokes
just can’t cut it. The only thing romance
movies really have going for them,
as sad as it is, is the Twilight series,
which grossed more money than any
“romance” movie in 2011.
The love story that nobody can
escape, The Vow, was number one at
the box offices this past weekend.
That’s not to say that romantic movies
are making a comeback—that’s just a
nod to the fact that Channing Tatum’s
left pectoral is more famous than his
reputation as an actor. So, what does
this say about society? Do we want to
laugh more than we want to become
emotionally invested in something?
Do we care more about whether an
actor has a six-pack than six Oscars?
Yes, and yes.
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Hungry for The Hunger Games
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by Sarah O’Brien ’15
Asst. A&E Editor
After hearing all the hype about
this series, I had to check it out for
myself. I wasn’t disappointed. The
young adult trilogy was written
by Suzanne Collins, and was first
published in 2008. Since then,
the first two books of the series,
The Hunger Games and Catching
Fire, have become New York Times
bestsellers. The third, Mockingjay
has topped every U.S. bestseller list
since its 2010 release.
The Hunger Games novel is set
sometime in the future, in the
country of Panem, previously
known as North America. A city
called the Capital controls the twelve
districts of Panem. Sixteen-year-old
Katniss Everdeen is the protagonist,
and she lives in the impoverished
District 12 with her mother and
younger sister. The annual Hunger
Games are held to show the people
of Panem that the Capital has
complete control over their lives,
and more significantly, the lives
of their children. The Games start
with a boy and a girl (ages ranging
from 12-18) being chosen from each
district to compete. Social status
affects a child’s chances of being
selected, since those too poor to
get by must place their name in the
lottery several times in exchange
for food rations.
Reminiscent of Harry Potter and
the Goblet of Fire, the competitors ‘
names are chosen from glass balls
during the Reaping Day ceremony.
Katniss boldly volunteers to sacrifice

her own life when she hears her
sister’s name called. Thus, she ends
up competing in the Games, which
involve killing off everyone until
you are the only tribute (competitor)
left standing. So basically, win or
die. (Luckily, PC sports teams aren’t
given this ultimatum…)
The entire nation has no choice
but to tune in to watch the children
of their towns murder each other
on live T.V. The government also
manipulates the Games, so as to
make for the most gruesome and
bloody deaths possible, to keep
viewers ‘entertained.’ With people
enjoying the train wreck that was
Kim Kardashian’s marriage and
the drama of shows such as Dance

Moms, you can’t help but wonder if
Collins is commenting on society’s
pleasure in dissecting disaster.
Though the romance in the
book is eye-roll-inducing, and
the writing may be aimed for a
younger audience, I still feel that
college-aged readers would enjoy
the novel, especially for its constant
suspense. Authors Stephen King
and Stephenie Meyer have both
given positive reviews of the series
overall. With kids killing each other
every other page, the plotline is
anything but boring.
The book has been made into
a movie, adapted by Collins and
directed by Gary Ross. The Hunger
Games premieres next month, on

March 23rd. Jennifer Lawrence
stars as Katniss, Josh Hutcherson
as Peeta, and Liam Hemsworth
as Gale. The soundtrack to the
movie has recently been released
(available for purchase on March
20), and includes a variety of artists,
including Taylor Swift, Arcade Fire,
The Decemberists, and Kid Cudi.
I recommend The Hunger Games
to anyone looking for a quick read
that will claim your interest from
beginning to end with its actionpacked scenes. If you are planning
on seeing the movie, I definitely
advise reading the book first. As
a general rule, the book is almost
always better.
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Future Friar Executives present:
Pathways to Success Conference
Jeff Serowik, former NHL
player will be speaking!
February 25, 2012
10 am to 2 pm
Registration at 9:30
Register on our Facebook page!

Moore Hall

Register for

SUMMER SESSION AT PC
• Online and on-campus courses
• Accelerated one-, five-, and ten-week terms
• Affordable tuition — $891 a three-credit course
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 5!
For approved courses, visit www.providence.edu/dean-office
To learn more, scan the QR code, call the School of Continuing Education at 401.865.2487
or visit www.providence.edu/SCE.
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CLUBS & ORGS
DEPT. OF THEATRE, DANCE & FILM

401.865.2218 www.providence.edu/theatre

Poor Murderer
March 30-April 1
April 13-15

SPRING DANCE
CONCERT
April 27 & 28

STUDENT FILM
FESTIVAL
May 2

Interested in advertising with The Cowl?

Phillips Memorial Library
LIBRARY HOURS-PRESIDENTS’ DAY WEEKEND

Friday, February 17			

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 18		

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m.

Sunday, February 19			

12 Noon - 12 Midnight

Monday, February 20			

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.

e-mail cowlads@providence.edu
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“Always be a poet,
			
even in prose."
-Charles Baudelaire

Stadium Fright
by Justin Fernandez ’15
Portfolio Staff
The doors were unlocked, and the light switch turned on. The lights
slowly warmed up, gradually increasing in brightness until the stadium
was lit. The seats were all empty and the locker rooms were all locked up.
The athlete walked through the ghost town listening to the silence. The
foreboding silence would soon give way to the loud, frantic screams of
onlookers. The athlete wished for comfort in the silence but could find
none, for his mind and body felt all too vividly the pressure and anxiety
caused by the imminent screams. Caught in a state of paranoia, the
athlete walked on to the locker room for preparation, and quickly the
crowd rolled in, eager to watch the opening games.

Ride
by Emily Goodnow ’14
Portfolio Staff
Riding ’round the cul-de-sac
Testing Dad’s new Cadillac
No one’s in the driver’s seat
I’m exuding anxious heat
In this moment I want to steer
But the wheel is nowhere near
I try to extend my two hands
But the seat belt reprimands
I sink and try to slither away
But my body seems to stay
My legs are latched onto the leather
Sealed with sweat in this weather
The Cadillac glides around the bend
Passes the violets mother tends
In this moment I cannot drive
But I’m certain I’ll survive
Again we float around the turn
I lose my sense of concern
So I sit on the passenger side
And endure this wild ride.

The Forbidden Ones

by Dara Plath ’13
Portfolio Editor
FICTION

They fell in love quickly, like the
rush of the ocean as it takes the sand
and the rocks and the leftover debris
of sunbathers out into the blue deep.
Their love churned and spat and
spun around until it was right where
it first began, always leaving a trail of
destruction in its wake.
They reveled in the chaos they
created. At least he did. Luke took a
sordid pleasure in leaving his friends
baffled by his mysterious life, never
granting so much as a clue to where he
snuck off to in the middle of the night.
They all assumed it was a girl. Luke had
a sense of charm and wit that earned
him such titles as class president and
captain of the baseball team. He was
also exceedingly good looking, having
inherited a set of crystal blue eyes and
an alluring, yet cunning, smile.
It was Laura who sometimes felt
guilty, and as a result scared and
apprehensive of what would happen if
their secret were exposed. Occasionally,
she would have nightmares about
everyone close to them discovering
their secret. Their friends and teachers
would convict them, cast them out to
sea, tie them to a stake to be burned
until nothing remained but the
memory, and even that would fall to
ashes over time. But loving him was
like a drug. Laura needed to sense his
touch on the inside of her arms, feel the
warmth of his breath on the curve of
her neck. His drug coursed though her
veins and being without it for only a
minute would put Laura in a state of
disorder and frenzy.
They had known each other their
whole lives, and although their
appearance often conveyed a familial
relation, they had certificates to prove

their distinct origins. At first, they had
hated each other. Luke had despised the
fact that Laura received more attention
from the teachers. When they were both
12 years old, Luke became so infuriated
with Laura that he pushed her off the
rocket ship slide behind their dormitory.
It rose in the air like a rusted oak tree and
Laura was the crisp autumn leaf that fell
from its branches. The incident earned
Luke attention from the teachers—but it
wasn’t the warm affection he craved.
As the years went by, the children
grew. Luke became captain of the
baseball team, and Laura garnered
enough votes from her peers to become
secretary of their class. However, ever
since the rocket ship incident, Laura was
determined that Luke wanted her dead,
or at least expelled from the school. It
was when they were both in 11th grade
that things began to change.
They now sat at a café overlooking
the river that rushed through their town
like a forgotten circus train carrying its
performers to a long-gone crowd. Luke
took Laura’s hand in his and stroked
each of her fingers while they waited for
their food to arrive.
“We can’t do this anymore,” whispered
Laura. The burden of their secret had
begun to take a toll on the auburn-haired
beauty. Her once- porcelain skin was now
marred by marks of stress—deep creases
inched their way across her forehead like
the outline of the Mississippi river on
their school maps.
“What are you talking about, Laura?”
said Luke, a look of ire forming in his
crystal blue eyes.
“You know what I’m talking about.”
Just then, the waitress appeared with
their pancakes and scrambled eggs. She
placed them on the table and walked
away, resolving from their strained
expressions that extra syrup wouldn’t
solve their problems.
Luke picked up his fork and knife and
dug into his pancakes like a fisherman

digs into the carcass of his catch,
preparing it for his needy customers.
“We could make it work. It doesn’t
have to be this way,” he said, not
looking away from his breakfast.
Laura didn’t touch her food. She
simply looked out the window at the
river that rushed by them. She wished
she could be a part of the river—a
small droplet of water that was neither
here nor there, but constantly in a
state of motion so that no one could
find her, pin her down to the horrible
present in which she existed.
Luke was too consumed with dread
to truly take account of their situation.
He was convinced that stuffing his
toned body with carbohydrates
would suffice for the punishment he
would undoubtedly receive for falling
in love with a classmate.
“My time is almost up,” said
Laura as she rolled her sleeve up and
showed Luke the digital clock etched
into her skin like a cave drawing. Luke
knew what would happen when the
time ran out. Laura would be forced
to move out of the school and meet
her inevitable fate as a donor. They
would be separated forever; not even
their memories could shield them
from their fate.
Luke was about to call the waitress
over for more syrup when Laura
suddenly got up out of her chair and
ran towards the door. “Laura, stop!”
yelled Luke. He sprang up, knocking
his chair onto the floor, and followed
her into the cool November air.
He heard the screech of the tires
before the drawn-out scream that
quickly followed from the woman
walking her dog. The car had swerved
off the road in an attempt to avoid
hitting the frantic girl who had run
in front of it, and continued running
until she reached the river. A small
crowd began to form at the river’s
edge and Luke had to push past

them in order to seize one last glimpse
of his beloved. She lay at the edge of
the water, the blood from the gash in
her head forming small rose petals on
her light hair.
If only her time hadn’t run up. If only
Laura were strong enough to realize
Luke’s love for her. But the inevitability
of the future was too much for Laura
to bear.
Luke slowly stepped away from the
grisly scene unfolding before him and
began the short walk back to the school.
Tears began to form in the corners of
his eyes. He knew what would happen
now. The paper would report Laura’s
death as a suicide and she would be
taken to the local hospital where her
organs would be used to save the life
of the rich receiver who had counted
on Laura’s timely death.
Luke looked down at his own arm.
It wouldn’t be long before his time ran
up, too.
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This Is Not My Life:
Part 5
by Margaret Barresi ’12
Portfolio Staff
FICTION
A light snow had started to fall
as Drew and I hurried along the
sidewalk towards the center of
town. The cold wind snuck around
my face, making my nose run and
my cheeks sting. A couple of times
the unevenness of the sidewalk
paired with the slipperiness created
by the newly fallen flakes got the
better of my balance and threatened
to send me falling to the ground.
Luckily Drew didn’t seem interested
in watching me slide around and
finally decided to hold my arm in a
permanent vice grip for stabilization.
The sky had begun to darken by
the time I could see the lights from
the center of town. The winter days
seemed even shorter in Canada. I
followed Drew to the outside of a
small shop whose large windows
glowed with the warmth inside. He
pushed the door open and we walked
in with the faint jingle of a bell that
was tied on the glass.
“Hey, go grab that table in the
corner,” he said to me, pointing to
a small table for two located to the
side of the fireplace. I walked over to
the table, pulled off my jacket, and
put it behind my chair. I sat down
and pulled off my gloves so I could
rub my fingers together near the fire.
I glanced back at Drew, who was
standing in line with his back to me. I
had a strange gnawing in my stomach
and couldn’t figure out where it was
coming from. I felt anxious, like I
was sitting in gridlock traffic, late for
an important appointment. I closed
my eyes and took some deep breaths,
trying to visualize all the knots in my
stomach undoing themselves.
“Here. Careful, it’s hot.” I jumped
a little as I heard the sliding of china
against the hard wood of the table.
“Oh, yeah, thanks,” I said quickly,
rushing to place my hand around
the cup. “Ouch! God, that’s hot!” I
snatched my hand away and shook it
in the air for a minute.
“I just said it was hot!” Drew
laughed. “Are you okay?”
“Yeah, I guess,” I mumbled,
placing my hands in my lap and
looking at the table.

“So, how was your first day?”
Drew asked, leaning back in his chair
and using his still-gloved hand to
pick up his coffee.
“Eh, it was okay. I’ve had better.”
I looked back up at him and smiled.
“Oh, really?” He smiled back at
me with his eyebrows raised. “So
what brings you guys here anyway?”
“Well, my dad’s company gave
him the choice to move, and my mom
basically thought it would be a fun
little adventure.”
“A fun adventure to move to a noname town in the frozen North?”
“Yeah, can you tell she doesn’t get
out much?”
“Nah, I was just kidding before,”
he said. “This place isn’t that bad.”
“I’m sure.” I pushed my hair
behind my ears. We were quiet for a
couple of minutes.
“So, who are you?” Drew said
suddenly, his voice jarring out a little
against the quiet conversation of the
people around us.
“What?” Surprise squeaked the
edge of my voice.
“Who are you? You’re the new girl
right now, but back home you must
have been someone. Like the jock,
or the dancer, or the smart girl, or
the nice girl. Who is it you’re going
to settle back into after a couple of
weeks here?”
“I don’t know what you mean.”
I tried to think of who I had been
at home, but I had always been just
Alice, nothing special or different.
“Maybe I’m not explaining it right,”
he said shrugging, “never mind.”
“Okay.”
Something had shifted, and for
the second time I couldn’t figure out
what it was. I felt the urge to leave,
but Drew started talking about
varsity sports and pep rallies with
such animation that I knew getting
up would be rude. Besides, he was
cute and trying to be nice to me. I
smiled at him and nodded every so
often, but I couldn’t get his words out
of my head. First Cameron and now
Drew had demanded identification
from me—identification that they
thought I should have. I turned to
look out the windows at the last rays
of red sunlight disappearing on the
cold street pavement. Who am I? It
seemed to be a good question.

Welcome to the

Wasteland
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Portfolio Staff

Good morning San Tacón.
It’s another beautiful day.
The birds have finally started to roost again
You can see them there, above the oozing fen
Of toxic waste and deceit, both courtesy of progress.
Progress sparked regress, an obsession
With progression brought recession and concession
To our most animal instincts.
Behaviors long lost to development and sophistication
But what remains when the frills are burned away?
We’re nothing more than wolves in sheep’s clothing
Hunting other wolves that we ourselves mistake for sheep.
The government was supposed to cut a deal; some have hope yet
But I know our incisors are also meant to cut, and I don’t regret
Trading the tantalizing yet ethereal chew toy
Of Security and Peace for a more substantial meal.
They said in time our wounded system would heal,
But all I’ve acquired are new scars and faster cars
One for the purpose of running away
One to count the times I didn’t
Both received from those fighting for the same ideals.
I deal in business below the surface, where light refracts
And warps our intentions to cast us in a better light.
I like the scars; I find them fitting.
Each man out here has his own story
But he’ll never tell it to you,
That would be leverage.
Out here, we place survival over suffrage
We suffer just to live in such a new age
But the truth is, we don’t live.
We survive.
We thrive in the sense that a cactus does, seeking
Minute drops of rain
Water, and calling it heaven. Pain
Isn’t scratches and scars, it’s missing the last train
Headed to Way-The-Hell-Out-Of-Here-Ville
A place with green grass and rolling hills,
Or so they say.
Good morning San Tacón.
It’s another beautiful day.

To be continued...
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Fast Fiction
The February Olympics
by Justin Fernandez ’15
Portfolio Staff
The Games. They challenge every nerve,
leaving you desperately crying for help. But
still you want more. Still you seek the gold.

Here's the deal: 25 words or less.
One title. An entire story.

So, I Peed My Pants
by Keely Mohin ’14
Asst. Portfolio Editor

In my defense: My friend told a really funny
joke. And I had drunk tons and tons of water.
Therefore, I cannot possibly be judged.

How to Get Thrown Out
of a Public Cafeteria
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Portfolio Staff
As I walked (read: was forcibly removed)
out of the cafeteria, I couldn’t help but think to
myself, All I wanted was some ice cream.
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Asst. Portfolio Editor
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Death Suits You,
Alfred Warren

FICTION
“Such a funny guy. Could make you
laugh at the drop of a hat.”
“He used to volunteer sometimes at
the food shelter. Fed those poor souls
soup every once in a while.”
“I thought he did that once?”
“Yes, well, once is better than
never, right?”
Such was the conversation at Alfred
Warren’s wake. Earlier that week, he
woke to his alarm, dressed in his best
suit and tie, reached for his watch,
and fell with a resounding thud to
the floor. His wife, Ruthie, found him
some time later, called the paramedics,
and learned with a tearful sob that he
had died of a brain aneurysm. Plans
for his wake and funeral began the
following morning.
Mildred, a third (or was it fourth?)
cousin, roamed the room. She avoided
looking at Alfred’s body as much
as possible. Something about dead
people unsettled her. Perhaps she
couldn’t abide by the waxy look of
them, or maybe her inner child feared
the corpses would come alive without
warning and chase her down the street.
Either way, Mildred thought it best to
keep away. She had, after all, hugged
Ruthie in the lobby of the funeral
home. Surely she didn’t need to stand
on the long line of acquaintances and
distant relatives to offer condolences

again. That would run the risk of
being
intrusive—repetitive,
even.
Yes, Mildred was right. Staying away
was her best plan of action. Leaving,
however, was not.
So, faced with a conundrum,
avoiding the body but not yet leaving,
Mildred sought a solution. She
approached another group of people
(uncles and aunts?) deep in animated
conversation. A young, plump blonde
(Tara?), probably the wife of some
nephew, talked as she dabbed her eyes
delicately with a cotton handkerchief.
“He was just so kind, so kind. When
I married Bobby, (Yes—definitely the
wife of some nephew), Uncle Alfred
was the first to welcome me. Gave me
a big hug. Squeezed me tight.”
“Tell me about it, Tina (ah—right,
Tina). He was always very social,
very social. You met him at the annual
Warren Christmas party, right?” a tall,
graying man questioned. Mildred
scrutinized his face, couldn’t place
him, and wished desperately she had
a drink to sip from, if only to have
something meaningful to do.
“Hmm? Oh, yes. The Christmas
party. Such a lovely time.” Mildred
wrinkled her eyebrows. Lovely time?
She remembered going (her mother
had made her) and she certainly would
not have called it a “lovely time.” If
memory served her correctly, Mildred
recalled a very drunk Alfred at that
party. And he hadn’t hugged Tina, he
had completely assaulted her. Well, no,
thought Mildred. He did not completely
cross the lines of propriety. He just

flirted dangerously with them. Enough
to make Ruthie give him the silent
treatment all through drinks, dinner,
and dessert.
“This will probably sound silly, but
I just always associated him with a
sort of…air, you know? Just dignified.
Regal. He spoke, and I just felt dumber.
He knew every possible social grace,”
said Pattie, a woman Mildred knew for
certain (eh—almost) was Alfred’s sister.
“Well, you know, he used to pick his
nose.” Mildred spoke without thinking.
She regretted instantly uttering those
nine words the moment after they left
her mouth. She wished she could collect
them back, reach into the brains of the
three people gathered before her, and rip
them away, quick like a Band-Aid. But
she couldn’t. So, like every experienced
maker-of-intensely-awkward-moments,
she chose to stick to her statement. Ride
it until the end. React as though she had
planned every word.
“You know, when he talked he used
to absentmindedly sort of, you know,
furrow at his nose with his thumb and
index finger. Not in a completely gross
way, like he didn’t really pick it. Just,
you know…furrowed.”
Three befuddled gazes morphed
into indignation. Escape probably
best. No, escape indispensable.
Mildred wandered away, knowing
that the previous moment would
be one that would blindside her on
some idle Saturday while she watched
television or took a shower. And, upon
remembering it, she would cringe and
want to crawl into a tiny ball. But she’d
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have to think about that later. Now, she
needed to “stick to her statement.” So,
she walked away smoothly (or tried
to) and worked her way into another
collection of people.
One man in the group said Alfred
never lied and always depicted
people and events simply as they
were. Another said he had the best
sense of tact and let people down
easy. His daughter said she always
thought him Hollywood handsome,
like Clark Gable, while half an
hour later his son said he got his
alternative, off-beat appearance
from his father. No one, thought
Mildred, depicted Alfred Warren as
he was. Not a single person. No one
in that room felt brave enough to
say: “Yeah, he was a nice guy. Pretty
standard. Made some mistakes. Had
a hot temper at times.” Instead, every
person, from the closest confidant to
the most obscure stranger, implicitly
agreed to perpetuate their own,
better invention of a man called
Alfred Warren.
That’s not to say Mildred thought
him a bad person. No, she really didn’t
have a strong opinion on the matter.
Nice? Sure. Funny? Sometimes. Loved
his family? Of course. But he didn’t
regularly volunteer at a soup kitchen,
say anything particularly hilarious, or
stand out socially. He didn’t even really
stand out at all. And he certainly didn’t
have a superior sense of social graces.
Because, you know, he used to pick
his nose.
PHOTO COURTESY ARENAFLOWERS.COM

Literary Love Triangles
One guy. Two girls. There's bound to be some tension.
This week we tackle the most depressing story you will ever read!
So, come take a sleigh ride with us as we try to decide who Ethan
Frome should cuddle with in the cold New England snow:
Zeena or Mattie?

Ethan
Zeena
I feel as though this Literary Love Triangle should not even exist. The answer is
painfully obvious. So, I'm wasting my time. But Dara is in charge, so I have to
cooperate. Here goes. Zeena is clearly the better choice. I know, she is a superfreak meany face without a cuddly bone in her body. And, yes, maybe she does
remind me of the Wicked Witch of the West with that crazy cat of hers. But let
us all acknowledge the elephant in the room: Mattie is really stupid. I understand
she loves Ethan. I understand she’s sweet, warm, kind, and essentially everything
Zeena is not. But, come on, riding a sled down a hill into a tree is not the best
way to kill yourself. She should have stopped, collected her thoughts, and said the
following: "Woah, Ethan-baby, this is a no go. Let's just skip this town." But she
didn’t. Because she is a half-wit do-do brain. Even if she couldn’t think outside
the box and realize that there were several other options besides death (like, oh, I
don’t know, buying two one way train tickets to anywhere else in the Continental
United States?), she could have at least figured out a sure-fire way to kick the
bucket. But, no, she gets on the sled, rides down the hill, and paralyzes herself
forever. Yeah, nice one, Mattie. Three plus three equals five too, right? No. Wrong.
You fail, Mattie. So, in short, Ethan was better off with Zeena, the evil ice-queen.
At least with her, he could walk properly. Yeah, I went there.
— Keely Mohin ’14

Mattie

Okay, folks, I'm about to get really shallow. And when I say shallow, I'm talking
about the-kiddie-pool-your-parents-wouldn't-even-fill-to-the-top-becausethey-were-afraid-you-would-drown-in-the-murky-colored-hose-water shallow.
So, now that we've established that, I can sum up the reason why Mattie is the
better choice for Ethan in three words: She is hot. When you live in a small, New
England town before the era of Internet and cell phones, there really isn't much
to keep you preoccupied. And when you have a sickly wife who does nothing but
complain about her (in my opinion, imagined) illness, you might as well buy a
first class ticket on the crazy train, because that's where you're headed. Such is
the life of poor Ethan Frome. Personally, I can't blame him for wanting to have a
little fun with Mattie. So what if she's Zeena's cousin? At least he's keeping it in
the family. As much as the reader of this story may want to hate Ethan and Mattie
for having an affair behind Zeena's back, he or she cannot help but feel a sense
of sympathy for the ill-fated duo. They are so hopelssly in love that when Zeena
forces Mattie to leave, they decide that they would rather die than live without
each other (sigh). However, Ethan doesn't go through with the suicide pact and
instead leaves them both paralyzed. Ultimately, everybody loses in this novel so
there really wasn't any point to this Literary Love Triangle. #sorrynotsorry Keely.
— Dara Plath ’13
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The Mysterious
Disappearance of

I am waking, I am awake
Caliban, can you hear me now?
I’m a no-good troglodyte rake
So deep-down unprofound, unprofound

Part 4
PHOTO COURTESY WIKIMEDIA.ORG

FICTION
The sound of the man’s steps echoed
through the sewer like a detonator
ticking off the seconds until an
explosion. Annabelle was paralyzed
with fear; she knew if she didn’t do
something, and do it fast, something
terrible would happen. She clutched
the cell phone tightly in her hand. She
wanted to call Daniel, but it would
light up and make noise if she tried to
call him and then her attacker would
know her position.
Then, she thought of something.
Annabelle slid the phone under her
shirt and keyed in Daniel’s number.
She waited silently until she could
be sure he picked up the phone, then
without saying a word, she turned the
phone off and threw it full force to the
other side of the sewer. As she hoped,

“

“Annabelle? Where are you? What
happened?” Daniel whispered in an
urgent tone. Even though Annabelle
heard him, she stopped herself from
saying a word.
“Daniel, I hate to tell you this, but
she ran away when she heard me
coming,” the man said nervously.
“What do you mean she ran away?
Where can she run when she’s trapped
in a sewer?” Daniel asked, annoyed.
“Well,
she’s
probably
still
somewhere in the sewer. I just don’t
know where or how far she’s gone.”
“Let me ask you one thing, Malcolm.
Why are you even here right now? I
told you that I could handle this on my
own and that you should stay put!”
“Well, this was the first thing you
had been trusted to do by yourself,
and I…I didn’t want you to screw it
up. I saw the men chasing you on the
street and I followed you. They were
part of the Compello, from the looks of
them. They followed you to this dead
end and gave up. I pieced together

THIS REMINDED ANNABELLE OF A GAME THAT SHE
USED TO PLAY WITH HER FATHER...'BLACK OUT'...

the phone was invisible in the dark,
but made a huge splash when it hit
the ground.
“Oh, now, I thought we were going
to get along, but then you go and try
to run off and hurt my feelings,” the
man laughed after finally reaching the
bottom of the ladder. “Daniel is going
to be very upset if you go missing.”
A shiver went down her spine.
How did this man know Daniel, and
why would Daniel send him here?
The possibilities played out in her
mind. Maybe Daniel had decided
he couldn’t leave her alone and sent
this guy to protect her. But wouldn’t
he have called and told her that?
Annabelle’s faith in Daniel plummeted
as she thought of other reasons why
this man knew where she was. She
stepped backed noiselessly, trying
to find the wall. The splashes in the
distance told her that the man was
fruitlessly following in the direction
of the phone. Annabelle decided that
once she found the wall, she would
start moving in the opposite direction.
This reminded Annabelle of a
game that she used to play with her
father. He called it “Black Out” and
if she won, he would take her out
for ice cream. The game was simple;
he would set up an obstacle course
in the backyard and then he would
blindfold her and she would have
to get through the course without
knocking anything over. Even after
her father disappeared she played the
game, trying to stay connected to him
in some way. Annabelle was beginning
to wonder if it had really been a game
at all when she heard someone coming
down the ladder.

“

what you did when I saw the boxes
tossed all over the place. I just wanted
to check on the girl. I didn’t think she
would run away.”
“So this means the Compello
already know about Annabelle,”
Daniel sighed. “The men were chasing
her, not me.”
“I’m sorry, Daniel. I know how
much you wanted to save her from all
of this.”
“Well, now I have to try to find her
before they do,” Daniel said angrily.
“Don’t worry too much. She’s
smart. She’ll be able to handle herself,”
Malcolm said, trying to reassure him.
Annabelle stood listening a few feet
away from them, not knowing what to
make of their conversation. From the
sound of it, Daniel had been trying to
protect her, and now she had to decide
if she wanted to deal with this alone, or
if she wanted Daniel’s help.
“Daniel,” she whispered in a barely
audible voice.
“Malcolm, did you just hear
something?” Daniel asked.
“Daniel, what is going on? Why are
men who are part of, what did you
call it, the ‘Compello,’ chasing me?”
Annabelle asked assertively.
“Annabelle, is that you?” Daniel
asked, sounding relieved
“Who else would it be? Have you
left a lot of girls in sewers?”
“You’d be surprised,” Malcolm said,
laughing at his own joke.
Annabelle moved closer to them
and said firmly, “Tell me everything
that you were going to say on the
street, or I leave now.”
To be continued…

On Cortical
Songs
by Bobby Bretz ’12
Portfolio Staff

The Turners:

by Kiernan Dunlop ’14
Portfolio Staff

February 16, 2012

Gin and tea leaves, candelabrum
Stravinsky playing in the back of my head
I am plastic, I am sponge cake
Will I know it when I am dead?
What arcane ethic I’m incubating
Only false gods to forsake me now
I’ve got an impulse to start fading
In and out, in and out, in and out
Primal psalmists, cannibals and
Thom Yorke singing in the back of my head
We are made of some sticky substance
Will we know it when we are dead?
The finite earth’s a sunken atoll
We all itch to expatriate
I tumble down the most curious hole
I am late, I am late, I am late
Fleeting glimpse of time unending
Silence ringing off the back of my head
We are milky-eyed cave-dwelling things
How will we know it when we are dead?
PHOTO COURTESY IMAGESHACK.US

Dream of becoming the
next J.K. Rowling? Want
to skyrocket to incredible
literary fame? Start here!

Now accepting applications for fiction writers!

Pick up an application in Alumni
LL06 today!

(By the ROTC Office)
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Beaudry, Friars Eye Hockey East Tournament
The Men’s Hockey Team Faces Notheastern, BC, and UMass-Lowell Before the Tournament
by Alexis Smith ’12
Sports Staff
Men’s Ice Hockey

COURTESY OF ELITEPROSPECTS.COM

The Providence College Men’s
Ice Hockey Team took the bull by
the horns this weekend in backto-back games against Maine and
UMass-Amherst. On Friday, the
Friars won a tight game 4-3 against
Maine. The Friars were leading
3-0 with two goals from Matt
Bergland ’12 and one from Shane
Luke ’15, but then had trouble
in the second period when
Maine came within one
point. The Friars came
back with a goal from
Tim
Schaller
’13.
They had trouble in
the second period,
but when Coach
Nate Leaman told
them to think it
was an 0-0 game
still
and
they
needed to win that
third period, the
Friars came out to
win it. “We became
too complacent in
the second period
and became too laidback,”
said
Luke.
In the game against
UMass the Friars this
time had another close
score, 5-4 with goals from
Schaller and Luke again.
David Brown ’12, Daniel
New ’12, and Damian
Cross ’13 had the other
goals. The team is just five
points away from home
ice and has been setting

records all over the place. Just
last week Alex Beaudry ’12 broke
the school’s record for most saves,
which is very impressive because
he transferred here in the second
semester of his freshman year.
For the past three years the Friars
have been one place away from
making the playoffs. The top eight
teams make it and the Friars have
been ninth or 10th. This year they
are sixth and still going strong. “The
atmosphere in the arena was great
this weekend,” said Coach Leaman,
“It is always great when the Pep Band
is there to keep the crowd going.”
Coach Leaman also told me
that his two senior goalies are
going to finish out this season and
that he has a junior goalie and a
freshman in the wings for next year.
The direction of the program
has changed dramatically from
last year. In the overall standings
the team is 12-14-2, and in the
conference wins it is 10-10-1, which
is impressive considering in the
past couple of years they haven’t
been able to break nine wins.
Also, it has been announced that
Schaller is a semifinalist for the
Walter Brown Award. It is presented
annually to the best Americanborn college hockey player in
New England. The finalists will
be announced in March following
the league playoffs and before
the start of NCAA Tournament
play. Schaller leads the team right
now with 13 goals, a career-high,
and is now ranked second on the

team for points, 19. He still has
six games to play and has been
consistently scoring each week.
Up next, the Friars take on
Northeastern
in
back-to-back
games. The Huskies will be
looking to capitalize on the games
considering they need only one
point above UMass to make it
into playoff contention and only
four points, or two wins, to beat
us out of sixth place. The game
will be in Boston, Mass., at 7 p.m.
both Friday and Saturday. The
Friars’ next home game will be
Feb 24 th against Boston College.

PC and the Walter
Brown Award.

Tim Schaller ‘13 is a semifinalist
for the Walter Brown Award. Only
four Providence College athletes
have won this award in its 59-year
history. The first Friar to win this
award was in 1975. The recipient, Ron
Wilson, is now the head coach of the
Toronto Maple Leaves. The next
winner was 10 years later. Tim Army,
the former PC Men’s Hockey Coach,
won the award in 1985. In 1992, Rob
Gaudreau won the award. The last
Friar to win the award was Mike
Omicioli, who in 1999 shared the
honor with Boston College’s Mike
Mittau. If Schaller wins this award,
it will be the first time in 13 years
that a Friar has brought it home.

Women’s Hockey Sweeps Division Rival UNH
by Meg O’Neill ’12
Sports Staff
Women’s Ice Hockey
This past weekend, the Providence
College Women’s Ice Hockey Team
won two games at the University
of New Hampshire, sweeping
the Wildcats for the season.
On Saturday, the Friars took
an early lead with a goal on the
power play from Rebecca Morse
’14. PC remained in the lead until
UNH tied the game in the middle
of the third period. With a minute
and a half left in the game, Laura
Veharanta ’12 scored the gamewinner for the Friars. Kate Bacon
’12 added another tally for the
Friars before the final buzzer.
Coming off of their 3-1 victory on
Saturday, the Friars skated their way
to a 4-2 win on Sunday. The Friars
were the first to score, holding a 2-0
lead off goals from Jessica Vella ’13
and Veharanta until the middle of the
second period. The second period
ended with the game tied at two.
Underclassmen Corinne Buie ’14
and Allison Micheletti ’15 slapped
home a goal apiece in the third to
give the Friars the two-goal victory.
“I’m
really
happy
with
the way we played,” Head
Coach Bob Deraney said. “We
are not being out-executed.”
The Friars scored a total of 13
goals against UNH this season,
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Injury and illness have not been able to slow down Jessica Cohen ’13 and the PC Women’s Hockey
Team in recent weeks.

and earlier in the year, they
defeated the Wildcats at home, 6-2.
The meetings between the Friars
and the Wildcats reflect a rich
rivalry in the Hockey East division.
“It’s always going to be a battle,”
stated Deraney. “It’s tradition.”
And the games are always
competitive
as
well,
so
sweeping UNH for the season
is
a
great
accomplishment.
“I am definitely happy we
got the four points,” Veharanta
explained. “It’s always hard to win

up at UNH. They have bigger ice
and we played for a full 60 minutes.”
The Friars are currently on a fivegame winning streak going into their
last two games of the season against
Hockey East rival and current
division leader Northeastern. PC
is currently in fourth place in the
division, just one point behind
third-place Boston University and
seven points behind Northeastern.
“This is a playoff series,” said
Deraney. “The fact that we get
the chance to play the number-

one team in the league allows us
preparation for the playoffs. There
are tangible things to be had—home
ice in the first round for us—and
there is no question Northeastern
is playing for things, too.”
Obtaining four more points this
weekend could really shake up
the standings. The Friars could
advance in the standings and secure
home-ice advantage for the first
round of the playoffs, or perhaps
even receive a first-round bye.
“These
are
huge
points
up
for
grabs,”
Veharanta
confirmed. “Maine just played
[Northeastern] last weekend and
that is who we are competing
with right now for fourth place.”
The Friars’ five-game win streak
is a product of the evolution of
the team throughout the season.
Battling injuries and illness at
the beginning of the year has
transformed this ice hockey team.
“It shows we were really resilient
as a group,” stated Veharanta. “We
are confident right now, but we
know it will be a tough weekend
ahead and we need to stay focused.”
Deraney stressed the importance
of building confidence earlier in
the season, and it seems as if, with
each game, the Friars are believing
in themselves more and more.
“Everyone is calling the BC game
a fluke,” Deraney said. “I think it
was a statement, and this weekend
can either prove me right or wrong.”
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This Week: Best Sports Cities
10. Atlanta, Ga.: Atlanta boasts three teams that are up-and-coming championship contenders, including
the Falcons, Braves, and Hawks.
9. Detroit, Mich.: Despite down years here and there, Detroit’s franchises are usually competitive in their
respective sports. Teams include the Lions, Tigers, Pistons, and Red Wings.
8. Phoenix, Ariz.: Although the city’s teams have not won an overwhelming number of championships,
their facilities do rival those of any other city. The Cardinals, Coyotes, Suns, and Diamondbacks are the
city’s major teams.
7. Pittsburgh, Penn.: The Steelers and Penguins are two of the most storied sports franchises. Other teams
include the Pirates and the University of Pittsburgh.
6. Philadelphia, Penn.: Philly fans are very proud of their teams, and this pride is displayed at every home
game. The Eagles, 76ers, Flyers, and Phillies are all teams worth watching.
5. Los Angeles, Calif.: Despite not having an NFL team, LA fans have a lot of teams to cheer for on
both the professional and collegiate levels. Teams include the Lakers, Clippers, Kings, Dodgers,
Angels, UCLA, and USC.
4. New York, N.Y.: New York has so many teams, there is rarely a night when fans have nobody to watch. The
Jets, Giants, Knicks, Yankees, Mets, and Rangers are the professional teams.
3. Boston, Mass.: Boston teams—the Patriots, Celtics, Red Sox, and Bruins—have been very successful in
recent years, often putting the city at the forefront of the sports world.
2. Dallas, Texas: Each Dallas team has had its fair share of success, accumulating many championships
for the city and its fans. Teams include the Cowboys, Mavericks, Rangers, and Stars.
1. Chicago, Ill.: The fans in Chicago are very passionate, and each of the city’s teams has a rich history and
tradition. The Bears, Bulls, Blackhawks, White Sox, and Cubs are all nationally recognized teams.

Men’s Hoops Ready to Turn Things Around
by Danny McNamara ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
The Script is an alternative rock
band from Dublin, Ireland. Its latest
hit is titled “For the First Time,” and
one of the main lines in the song goes
a little something like, “Oh, these
times are hard. Yeah, they’re making
us crazy. Don’t give up on me, baby.”
There is no better way to express
what PC basketball fans have gone
through, not only this year, but
in the past seven days, than these
lyrics. The Friars are 0-3 in the past
week, and their combined losses
were by 12 points. “This script is
getting real old,” said a noticeably
frustrated Head Coach Ed Cooley.
On a more positive note, the Friars
have gone down to the wire against
a team two years removed of a
Final Four birth, with three starters
left from that team; a team that
now has twice the number of wins
than it does losses in the Big East;
and a team that was playing with
the number-three class of current
juniors and was three years removed
from a Final Four appearance.
The Friars fell by a final score of
55-48 against South Florida, which
improves to 15-10 overall, and 8-4
in the Big East. With the loss, the
Friars fall to .500 thanks to a 13-13
overall record and a 2-11 mark in
the conference. Vincent Council ’13
was the lone Friar in double digits
with 16 points to go along with two
assists and three steals. The other
C’s, Gerard Coleman ’14 and Bryce
Cotton ’14, combined to shoot 3-20

after each had their two best games
of the season—Coleman against West
Virginia and Cotton at Villanova.
John Rooke, PC play-by-play
commentator and host of the Ed
Cooley Radio Show, felt that this
script was simply too callous to be
true. “The script for this one, if sent
to Hollywood, might be rejected
for pure unbelievability,” he wrote.
The Friars are finding ways to
lose games down the stretch that
even LeBron James couldn’t pull off
if he tried. They let a fellow bottom
feeder in the league, Villanova, come
back from a 19-point second-half
deficit and let South Florida go on
a 14-2 to end the game on the road.
With his team down three and
unable to get off a decent look,
Cooley flipped the script and let
the referee hear what he had to
say about his past seven days.
“Let me tell you why I got that
technical foul,” said Cooley. “I want
to fight for my players. If I feel there’s
something I need to fight for, then
the officials [had] better get used
to calling technical fouls, because I
believe my players deserve better.”
Bryce “Ice” Cotton, as some on
Twitter are now calling him, went
from throwing a tennis ball into a
pool at Villanova to throwing rocks
in a pocket against South Florida.
The Bulls were able to throw longer
guards at Cotton, which noticeably
altered his release and confidence
shooting
the
ball.
LaDontae
“Buckets” Henton ’15 hung 33 points
on the Bulls down in South Florida
last week, but his only meaningful
bucket was a floater in the lane that
put the Friars ahead for the last time at
48-47 with 1:17 remaining in the game.
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Vincent Council ’13 was the only Friar to score in double figures against South Florida. He racked up
16 points to go along with two assists and three steals.

“You’re just speechless in these
instances,” said Cooley, as his last-place
Friars will receive no sympathy from
the rest of the league the rest of the way.
And the script is not over just yet.
The Friars have shown they can play
with any team in the league, but
playing with teams is not something

Cooley signed up for—neither is
being 2-11 in the best league in the
country. He came home to win, and
the last five league games will all be
winnable for Cooley & Co., as they
have proven to the Big East that if you
want to beat Ed Cooley’s Friars, this
year will be your only chance to do so.
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Barnes, Lady Friars Sprint Past Seton Hall, 62-47
by Sean Bailey ’14
Sports Staff
Women’s Basketball

The Providence College Women’s
Basketball Team split its two games
this week, winning impressively
over Seton Hall Saturday before
falling short against numberfour
ranked
Notre
Dame.
The Friars started their week with
a terrific win over Seton Hall on the
day celebrating 40 years of women
in Providence athletics. There was a
celebration at halftime honoring all
female athletes from all varsity sports.
Each one in attendance was called up
and recognized for her work at PC.
The Friars did not disappoint the
alumni, prospective students, and
former players who came out to
watch them, leaping out of the gate
on Seton Hall and never looking
back. The Friars built a 12-point lead
in the first half with just under eight
minutes remaining, but the Pirates
were able to narrow the deficit to
five heading into the locker room.
After the ceremony at halftime,
though, the Friars took off, starting
the half with a 9-2 run, en route
to reestablishing a 12-point lead.
The Friars never let up either, at
one point constructing a 19-point
lead over the visiting Pirates,
helping them cruise to a 62-47 win. It
was a total team effort for the Friars

as well, with three players scoring
in double figures. Rachel Barnes
’12 led the way with 14 points, and
Symonne Roberts ’13 pitched in 12.
Alicia Cropper ’14 added 11 points
as well. Teya Wright ’12 nearly sealed
a double double, tallying nine points
while bringing down 11 rebounds.
The 40 Years of Women in Sports
Celebration was only the beginning
of events sponsored by PC Athletics
this month, as there is also a Sport
Art Celebration, combining both art
and sports, as you may have already
seen with the mural done of the
girls track athletes in the Atrium.
The Friars had little time to
celebrate their win as they then
traveled to South Bend, Ind., to
square off against Notre Dame, a
powerhouse and national runner-up
from last year. PC went in fearlessly,
racing out to an early one-point
lead with 12:48 remaining in the
half. However, the Irish vamped
up their efforts, going on a spurt of
their own to take the lead for good.
The Friars battled hard regardless,
though, narrowing the gap to five
points early in the second half,
but the Irish proved too strong, as
they then rolled the lead back to
11 before hitting the accelerator to
zoom past the Friars, 66-47. Barnes
continued her hot shooting, netting
16 points while hauling down
eight rebounds. The Friars record
now stands at 13-13 on the season.
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Teya Wright ’12 scored nine points and collected 11 rebounds in the Friars victory against Seton Hall.
She has been counted on for her rebounding ability all year.

Basketball Team Seeks Support From Students
by Julia Claudy ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
The Providence College Men’s
Basketball Team has not been able to
catch a break this season. Since Big
East play started back in November,
the team has been through the
gauntlet, losing a series of very close
games to tough teams. It currently
holds a 2-11 record in conference
play, positioning it as last in the Big
East, just behind DePaul University.
Outsiders immediately write off PC
as a weak basketball school due to its
poor record, but I have to argue that
the Friars’ record on paper simply
does not reflect the team’s immense
talent and promise. The Friars have
had everything working against them
this season, from adjusting to a new
coach to losing players because of
ineligibility to having to rework a lineup that revolved completely around
Marshon Brooks last year. The team
needs to be given credit for all it has
accomplished. There has not been one

game this season in which PC has not
been beating its opponent at the half.
Although this has become a torturous
tease, with the opposing team
consistently making its comeback
in the second half for the win, the
team is doing something noteworthy.
In the game against Syracuse on
January 4, the Friars led Syracuse
at the half, marking the first time
the Orange had been down at
halftime all season. Syracuse was
the number-one team in the country,
with a starting line-up loaded with
experienced fourth-year players. PC
does not have any seniors on the
team; its starting line-up consists of
two sophomores, three juniors, and
one freshman. Some of these players
play the entire length of games,
whereas the opponents have a deeper
bench from which the coach can
frequently sub players in and out.
The last couple of games have
been the most frustrating for the
team and for Friar fans, with a loss
to West Virginia in overtime (8784) and losses to Villanova (74-72)
and USF (55-48). The players are
starting to look discouraged, and

even Coach Cooley has become
visibly aggravated by his team’s
performance, launching the game ball
into the rafters of the gym at Villanova
and receiving a technical foul within
the final minutes of the USF game.
With the season coming to its
close, the team needs support and
respect from the student body.

Recognize what PC has done in an
unstable, rebuilding year against
some of the best basketball teams in
the country. While it is exciting to
look forward to the bright future of
PC basketball, the current team needs
to feel the love of the PC community,
especially with the challenging
set of games still left this season.

Got a Minute?

Alexis Smith ’12 catches up with Jake Nolan ’12 of the Men’s Lacrosse Team.

Jake Nolan
#10
Senior
Attack
Men’s Lacrosse
Westport, Conn.
Favorite Restaurant:
P.F. Chang’s
Superpower of Choice:
Teleportation
Sport You are Bad At:
Swimming
Greatest Fear:
Quicksand
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The PC Men’s Basketball Team holds to receive support from the entire student body in order to
end the season on a positive note.
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If you have any topics for debate, email PCI
cowlsports@gmail.com
What was the Best Super Bowl
Commercial This Year?
Chevy “Happy Grad”

“Budweiser Flash Fans”

Dogs, beer, and attractive females—
the three components used in almost
every Super Bowl commercial this year.
These three, although great individually
for commercial content, left me feeling
empty and disappointed this year. I
wanted to laugh, not watch a sentimental
30-second video of a dog getting in shape
to chase a car. If it weren’t for my team
both being in and winning the game, I
think this would have been the worst
Super Bowl to date, simply because of
the commercials. That being said, there
were a few, and I use the word few
generously, that left me almost chuckling.
I have to go with the Chevy Happy
Grad commercial. First off, this wasn’t even
a “Super Bowl” commercial—it had aired
before—but the fact that it is probably the
funniest really speaks volumes about the
other commercials. Still, the concept of the
video is genius. A recent grad takes off a
blindfold to a sleek, yellow charger and
reacts as any teenager would . Little does he
know his actual gift is a mini refrigerator.
The commercial develops brilliantly
with the grad, who is basically hysterical
at this point, pulling over a jogger and
agreeing to marry a girl all while his
parents stand there with their jaws
dropped. We’ve all seen it on T.V. or
imagined it would happen to us, and
this commercial put a great spin on it.
Besides a few other decent ones, I
was stunned at how terrible these $3
million commercials were. People watch
to see something funny; they could not
care less about your product if you don’t
have a funny punch line in your ad. I
can only expect better from 2013 because
you can’t get much worse than this year.

The Super Bowl is the single most
expensive ad time of the year, and
the commercials are still a hot topic
days after every play of the game has
been discussed. This year, there were
the traditional kings of Super Bowl
commercials, like Doritos and M&Ms,
and Chrysler continued one of the best
ad campaigns with Clint Eastwood’s
“Imported from Detroit” commercial.
However, unless you were watching
the game in Canada or, like me, know
someone who was, you missed one
of the best of the night—an ad by
Budweiser that has come to be known
as “Flash Fans.” If you have not seen
it, you should watch it on YouTube.
The basic premise of the ad is
as follows: Under the guise of a
documentary, two rec league hockey
teams in Port Credit, Ontario, were
filmed leading up to a game against
one another. At the game, the teams
were surprised by a full house of fans,
announcers, and mascots, complete
with T-shirt cannons. The game itself
featured hits, a small scuffle, and
overtime. There were no Clydesdales
or beer; the only things that marked
it as a Budweiser commercial were
the logos hanging from the rafters,
the Zamboni, and the classic “Grab
some Buds” slogan at the end.
Budweiser has, for the last few years,
done very elaborate commercials, and
this year’s U.S. commercial was pretty
good too, but with the “Flash Fans”
commercial, the beer giant managed
to capture the heart of a country.

-James Kirby ’15

-Veronica Lippert ’15

by Bridget Stack ’13
Asst. Sports Editor
Sports Digest
That’s One Way to Go. In 2013, TCU
will officially become part of the Big
East. In 2012, four football players have
been arrested so far for drug use in a
drug sweep that had 17 TCU students
arrested. Though drugs are not
uncommon in collegiate athletics, and
this is not the first time that football
players have been arrested, this incident
is not sending a good message to their
future conference. This is the biggest
arrest for drugs for TCU, and there
could be more as the investigation is on
going. As the players and students that
were arrested were taken off campus,
TCU Chancellor Victor Boschini, Jr.
said, “This is a very clear message to
everyone that if you want to do this kind
of thing, you can’t go to TCU.” What
does this mean for the football players?
Bye-Bye. It’s official. West Virginia
is no longer part of the Big East. In
a particularly ugly lawsuit, West
Virginia sued the Big East to leave
the league before the mandatory
27-month waiting period. The Big East
counter-sued to keep the school in
the conference. This lawsuit has been
going on since October 2011, and,
much to the chagrin of the Big East, the
Mountaineers will be set free June 30.
The Charleston Daily Mail reports that
the Big East will receive $20 million in
the settlement—with the Big 12 getting
$9 million of that amount. This is in
addition to the $5 million exit fee that
West Virginia had to pay the Big East.
Some might question if this is all worth
it. It seems like a lot of money to play
in another conference one year earlier.
Up for Grabs. Tim Schaller ’13, a
forward on the Providence College
Men’s Hockey Team, was named as
a semifinalist for the Walter Brown
Award. Announced on February
14 by the Gridiron Club of Greater

SHEET
Boston, Schaller was named one of
21 semifinalists for the award. This
award is presented each year to the
best American-born college player
in New England. In the 59-year
history, the Walter Brown award
has named four Providence College
athletes as recipients of this award.
Bring it back to Friartown, Schaller!
Students
Calling.
Flyers
all
around campus are advertising
#Nerlens4PC. Though this may
seem foreign to some and a little
strange to others, it is the Providence
College way of telling Nerlens Noel
that PC wants him—in Twitter
language, of course. As the hype
of Providence College basketball
recruiting continues to grow, the
student body is taking part. Almost
every tweet about Providence
College
Basketball—#PCBB
in
Twitter language—is followed by
#Nerlens4PC. This Twitter “trend”
continues to market PC for Nerlens
Noel. At least one can hope.
One More Thing. Karen Thatcher ’06,
the Providence College Women’s Ice
Hockey Team assistant coach, was
named to the preliminary World
Championship roster by U.S.A.
Hockey. Thatcher has already played
in five Four Nations’ tournaments,
three
World
Championships
and
one
Olympic
Games.
On-Campus Game to Watch. The
Men’s Basketball is facing off against
Big East giant Georgetown Saturday,
Feb. 18, at the Dunk. This matchup, which will pit the struggling
Friars against the continuously
successful Hoyas will be one to
watch. The Friars have it in them
to defeat this team, so make sure
to watch at 7:00 p.m. at the Dunk.
Off-Campus Game to Watch.
The Men’s Ice Hockey Team
travels to Boston to take on the
Northeastern team on Friday, Feb.
17. This matchup takes place at
7:00 p.m. Be sure to tune in and
see how this rivalry will turn out!

Track Teams Prepare for Final Stretch of Season
by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff
Track
David McCarthy ’12 was invited
to the prestigious Millrose Games at
the Armory in New York. The games,
which have been held since 1908, have
featured many famous runners and
Olympians over the years. Athletes
are invited to this event to showcase
their skills and compete against each
other. There are not only collegiate
runners, but independent, sponsored,
and Olympic athletes as well.
McCarthy was the first Friar
to compete in these games while
still a student, and he clocked an
impressive time of 3:57.86 in the milelong event. The runner with the best
time was a professional runner for
Nike named Matthew Centrowitz,
who completed the mile in a time
of 3:53.92. Centrowitz’s time broke
the “Wannamaker Miles” record
set by none other than former Friar
Mark Carroll ’95, who ran the mile
in a time of 3:54.98. McCarthy placed
eighth overall in the mile, but fifth as
a collegiate runner. It is an incredible
honor for any runner to compete at
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The Providence College Men’s and Women’s Track Teams are in prime position to have strong
finishes at the remaining events on their schedules.

these games, and McCarthy more
than held his own at the event.
While McCarthy was in New
York, his teammates were competing
at Boston University’s Valentine
Invitational. Both the Women’s and
Men’s Track Teams had qualifying
times for the Big East, the ECAC,
and the IC4A Championships.
The Friars had a strong showing
in the 3,000-meter event. Laura
Nagel ’14, Hannah Davidson ’12,
and Samantha Roecker ’13 had

times of 9:24.30, 9:29.46, and 9:57.84,
respectively, in a crowded field of 87
competitors. All three ladies had times
good enough to meet the Big East and
ECAC standards. Jackie McCarthy ’14
crossed the finish of the 1,000-meter
event in a time of 2:55.93, qualifying
her for both the Big East and ECAC as
well. Other Friars who qualified for
the Big East Championship were Mary
Kate Champagne ’12, who ran a 5:03.66
mile; Devyn Pryor ’15, who ran a 2:16.84
800-meter; and Laura Isabelle ’14, who

ran the 800-meter in a time of 1:18.02,
setting her new personal record.
On the men’s side, a notable
performance
came
from
Julian
Matthews ’12, who completed the mile
with a time of 3:59.34, easily reaching the
Big East and IC4A qualifying standards.
Matthews’ time also puts him as one of
the top 10 athletes in America. Shane
Quinn ’15 continued his strong career
debut with a time of 4:05.68 in the mile,
also reaching the Big East and IC4A
standards. Lee Carey ’12 posted a time
of 8:21.00 in the 3,000-meter to qualify for
both standards, and hot on Carey’s heels
was Jonathan Hopkins ’14, who finished
the event in a time of 8:26.85, which was
good enough for IC4A qualification.
Other Big East qualifiers were Gerry
Briand ’14, who finished with a time of
22.67 in the 200-meter, Nik Andrews
’14, who ran a 49:63 400-meter, Phelan
McCormack ’15, who completed the
1,000-meter event in 2:13.10, and Nik
Rebovich ’13, who completed the
800-meter event in a time of 1:56.85.
This week, the Friars will start
preparing for the Big East Championship,
which will be held on Saturday, Feb. 18, at
the Armory in New York, N.Y. The Friars
seem to be in great form to make PC
one of the top competitors at the event.
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Standouts

Tim Schaller

Laura Nagel

Men’s Ice Hockey
Junior—Merrimack, N.H.
Schaller was named as a Walter Brown Award semifinalist,
while also earning Hockey East Co-Player of the Week.
This is the second time Schaller has earned this award.

Women’s Track & Field
Sophomore—Napier, New Zealand
She earned individual All-Academic status. In order to earn
this honor, individuals had to have a GPA of 3.25 or higher
and have finished in the top 10 percent of the regional field.

Scores

Schedules

Friday, 2/10
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Maine				
			
Saturday, 2/11
Men’s Basketball vs. USF					
Women’s Basketball vs. Seton Hall			
Women’s Ice Hockey at New Hampshire		
Men’s Ice Hockey at Massachusetts			

Friday, 2/17
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Northeastern		
Men’s Ice Hockey at Northeastern		

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

L, 55-48
W, 62-47
W, 3-1
W, 5-4

Sunday, 2/12
Women’s Ice Hockey at New Hampshire		

Saturday, 2/18
Men’s Basketball vs. Georgetown		
Women’s Basketball at Georgetown		
Men’s Lacrosse at Lafayette			
Men’s Ice Hockey at Northeastern		

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

W, 4-2

Tuesday, 2/14
Women’s Basketball at Notre Dame			

Sunday, 2/19
Women’s Ice Hockey at Northeastern		

2:00 p.m.

L, 66-47

W, 4-3

Standings
Men’s Hockey East
Hockey East		
Overall
Team			W
L
T		W
L
T
UMass Lowell
14
7
0		 19
8
0
Boston College 13
7
1		 19
10
1
Boston University 13
7
1		 17
10
1
Merrimack		 11
6
4		 15
7
6
Maine		 12
8
2		 17
9
3
Providence		 10
10
1		 12
14
2
New Hampshire 9
11
2		 12
14
3
Massachusetts
6
11
4		
10
13
5
Northeastern
7
12
2		 11
14
3
Vermont		 2
18
1		 5
22
1

Women’s Hockey East

		
		
Hockey East
Overall
Team			W
L
T		W
L
T
Northeastern
14
3
2		 21
6
3
Boston College
13
4
2		 21
8
3
Boston University 12
7
0		 18
13
1
Providence		 11
7
1		 14
15
3
Maine		 9
8
2		 15
10
6
New Hampshire 4
13
2		 10
19
3
Connecticut		 3
13
3		 4
21
7
Vermont		 3
14
2		 4
20
6

